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THE NAVAHO INDIANS: LAND AND OIL

By LAWRENCE C. KELLY *
I
HE TREATY signed by the Navahos and the federal govern~
ment in 1868 gave the Indians 3,414,528 acres of land in
northwestern New Mexico and northeastern Arizona. Because this grant was not large enough to accommodate the
many members of the tribe, the reservation was expanded by
presidential orders until in 1911 it embraced 12,189,997
acres. In 1913 and again in 1918 further expansion was prohibited by Congress.
Despite these restrictions, the Navahos and their sheep
continued to increase. Several plans to sidestep the Congressional limitations were attempted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs after 1912, but these efforts were, in the main, fruitless. Then, in 1922, oil was discovered on the reservation and
the Navaho dream of additional land promised to 'become a
reality for Congress could not forbid the Navahos to purchase land with their own funds. Opposition did appear, however, when an attempt was made to wrest title to the oil lands
from the Indians. A bitter fight ensued, but in 1927 the
Navaho title to the oil and to the land from which it came
was upheld by Congress. This victory, confirming the Navaho
claim to those portions of the reservation created by presidential executive order, represented a significant change in
federal Indian policy which, since the passage of the Dawes
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• 255 Pearl St" .roliet, Ill. This paper is based on Kelly's doctoral dissertation, The
University of New Mexico, 1961. F.D.R.
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Act in 1887, had sought to break up the Indian reservation
system.
Shortly after 1927 the revenues from oil began to dwindle
but they proved enough to stimulate a reservation expansion
program which resulted in the present, apparently definitive,
boundaries of the reservation.
II
In 1878, 1880, 1884, 1900, and 1901, the original Navaho
reservation was enlarged. These additions were not concluded
by treaty but rather by executive order of the president. An
executive order reservation differed considerably from a
treaty reservation; whereas the latter necessarily received
the blessing of Congress, through the Senate, the executive
order reservation was solely the creation of the president-Congress was given no opportunity to accept or rej ect his decision. Title to a treaty reservation was vested by law in the
Indians. Title was not clearly given to them by executive order; certain lands were simply withdrawn from the public
domain and set aside for Indian usage. Although custom accorded the Indians title to the executive order reservations,
the legality of this interpretation was never tested prior to
1922.
An executive order reservation was a vague thing in other
ways. For instance, the orders creating the 1878 and 1880
reservations clearly specified that the land was for Navaho
use only, but the order which created the Hopi reservation
in 1882 stated that the Secretary of the Interior could settle
other Indians (presumably Navahos) upon the land if he saw
fit. Again, the executive order of 1884, while setting aside
land for "Indian purposes," made no specific mention of any
Indian tribe, while that of 1900 temporarily withdrew certain
lands until the "Indians" there were alloted under the Dawes
Act. The executive order of 1901 simply withdrew the land
"until further notice"and made no mention of Indians at all. 1
Despite the vagueness of these orders, all the withdrawals
1. Printed copies of the various executive orders can be found in Charles J. Kappler.
Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties. 5 Vols. (Washington: G.p.a., 1904-1938).
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mentioned above were considered Navaho property in 1901.
The only qualification to Navaho ownership of the executive order reservations prior to the 1920's lay in the area
known as the "checkerboard." 2 In certain of the executive order reservations alternate sections of the land belonged. not
to the Navahos but to two railroad companies: the Santa Fe
and _the St. Louis and San Francisco or the Frisco. Their
claims dated back to the time of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Co. land grant in 1866, thus antedating the Navaho
grants. Because of these overlapping grants, the southern region of the Navaho country was in reality part Navaho and
part railroad land. In the absence of a survey, the Navahos
lived where they pleased, railroad land or not. There was little
friction in the nineteenth century because the area was riot
desired by whites, but after 1900 cattlemen began to lease
large portions of the railroad lands.
In 1904 an attempt was made to solve the problems of the
checkerboard. A rider attached to the Indian Appropriation
Bill provided that where private (railroad) land was included within an executive order Indian reservation, such
-land could be exchanged by the interested party for "vacant,
nonmineral, nontimbered, surveyed public land of equal area
and value situated in the same state or territory" (33 Stat.,
211). The law was advantageous to both the Navahos and the
railroads. No trouble was anticipated in effecting the ex'changes. After leisurely negotiations the Santa Fe, on J anuary 16, 1913, recorded a deed for the transfer of 327,000 acres
in the area of the 1900 and 1901 reservations and proceeded
to claim its lieu lands.
The surprise of the Santa Fe officials must have been great
when the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior refused
to recognize the deed. He did so on the ground that the act of
1904 did not apply to the 1900 and 1901 withdrawals because
these areas had not been set aside as Indian reservations, but
were only temporary withdrawals for Indian use. The Santa
Fe thereupon withdrew its application for transfer and the
2. The best treatment of the checkerboard problem is Sanford Mosk, Land Tenure
Problems in the Santa Fe Railroad Grant Area (Berkeley: University of California Pres••
1944) .
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matter was temporarily dropped. 3 What could have been a
test case for the exact status of these executive order reservations was thereby postponed.
Even more perplexing than the problem of the checkerboard was the status of several thousand Navahos to the east
and south of the reservation who, since the time of their return from the Bosque Redondo, had been living outside any
reservation boundaries, treaty or executive order, and who
were, in reality, squatters on the public domain. This situation was serious for several reasons. For one, the number of
'Navahos involved was quite large. Although there was never
a scientific census of the Navahos prior to 1929, observers in
the early 1900's variously estimated their number in these
areas at between 3,000 and 6,000 souls, a sizeable group.4 For
a second reason, the interest of the cattlemen in these areas,
as in the checkerboard, had increased sharply after 1900
when the development of artesian wells made grazing profitable. The railroad companies were beginning to lease large
portions of their alternate holdings and the new proprietors
were in no mood to tolerate the Navaho squatters. Friction
quickly developed. Threatened by the white invasion of their
traditional grazing area, the Navahos appealed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Francis Leupp, for aid. In 1906
Leupp visited the area personally and reviewed the plight of
the Navahos. He returned to Washington to urge executive
order action. I>
Leupp's arguments were blunted by the white interests
and a compromise was the best he could obtain. The Navahos
were to be given a chance to file on the land under the provisions of either the Dawes Act or the Homestead Act while
8. The history of this transaction and the opinion of the Solicitor are contained in a
letter from J. H. Edwards, Solicitor, to the Secretary of the Interior, fehruary 9, 1924, in
the National Archives, Record Group 71>, Central Classified Files, Navaho Reservation,
7126-22-818. (Unless otherwise indicated, future references to the National Archives will
be to Record Group 75, Central Classified Files, and the citation will be abbreviated to
include only the jurisdiction and the file number, i.e., Navaho, 7126-22-313.)
,
4. E. M. Sweet to E. B. Meritt, July 24, 1915, Pueblo Bonito, unnumbered report in
the 160-169 file. See also the National Archives, Record Group 75, Board of Indian Commissioners, Special Reports, Vol. 2, Feilruary 15, 1919 (Hereafter cited as BIC, Special
Reports).
5. Testimony of Anselm Weber in U. S. House, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearing.,
Indians of the United State., Vol. 8, 66th Cong., I-3d sees., 1920, p. 707.
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the land was temporarily withdrawn from white entry. Once
the Indians received allotments, the remainder of the area
was to be restored to the public domain and opened to white
entry. On November 9, 1907, a large tract of land in both
Arizona and New Mexico was withdrawn. 6
This compromise was very unpopular in New Mexico
where opposition to federal control was growing and the
statehood bandwagon was gathering steam. By 1911 sufficient pressure was brought to bear on President Taft to
cause him to issue another executive order restoring to the
public domain all the land in the 1907 withdrawal area in
New Mexico. Arizona apparently made no opposition to the
original withdrawal and as a result the land there remained
in a withdrawn status until 1934.
The attempt to allot Navaho land under the 1907 withdrawal plan was a failure. The original plan of the Indian
Bureau was a good one for it recognized that the Navahos
could not continue to live in the area if they were confined to
160 acres per family. Accordingly, the Bureau planned to secure control of the entire area for them by judiciously alloting land that contained water. 8 There were, however, serious
flaws in the enactment of the plan. ,
In the first place, many of the waterholes were discovered
to be on the railroad land. A more serious problem was the
discovery, after the withdrawal was voided by Taft, that
many of the Navahos who had filed applications for allotment
during the grace period had somehow filed them on railroad
land. Both of these difficulties could conceivably have been
overcome by application for transfer under the act of 1904,
but such application was not made prior to Taft's restoration.
At that time the act of 1904 became inoperative because it
applied only to lands in executive order status. Thus, in 1911
the majority of the Navahos in New Mexico were still without
title to their traditional grazing lands. Because of bungling
6. U. S. Senate (Herbert J. Hagerman), The Navajo Indian Reservation, Doc. 64,
72d Cong., 1st sess., 1932, pp. 6-7 (Hereafter cited as Hagerman Report.)
[Through an oversight there is no footnote No.7. Ed.]
8. H. J. Hagerman to Senator A. A. Jones, November 26, 1923, Pueblo Bonito, 7490723-308.3. Also Mosk. Land Tenure Problems in the Santa Fe Railroad Grant Area. Pp. 18-19;
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administration of the withdrawal order of 1907 and legal
technicalities within the Department of the Interior, the
Navahos on the eve of statehood for Arizona and New Mexico were in little better position than they had been at the
turn of the century.
Between the time of Taft's restoration and the admission
of New Mexico and Arizona to statehood in 1912, the Indian
Bureau attempted to correct its past errors by extending the
provisions of the Dawes Act to the Navahos residing on the
public domain without the formality of an executive order
withdrawal. 9 This interpretation, obviously a desperate maneuver to salvage something from the earlier failure, was
quickly criticized by both friends and enemies of the Navahos.
White persons in the Southwest charged that the interpretation was unwarranted and illegal. Various eastern Indian
associations looked upon it as unwise because it implied that
the Indian land needs could be satisfied by a 160-acre allotment. lO New Mexico's answer to this new strategy came
shortly after statehood was attained. The first memorial of
the first state legislature called upon the United States Congress to allot in severalty the Navaho reservation and to open
the "surplus lands" of that preserve to white entry.n As the
New Mexican opposition to the allotment policy increased,
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs decided in October, 1912,
to discontinue the work pending a complete investigation of
the problem by Congress. 12
In 1913, as a result of an attack upon the Navaho land
holdings by Senator Albert B. Fall of New Mexico, the Bureau's proposed investigation seemed to be at hand. Fall con9. The evolution of this novel and legally dubious interpretation is outlined in a letter
from Commissioner Sells to T. A. Andreon of Leupp, January 12, 1915, in Hagerman
Report, pp. 67-68. Sells dates the genesis of this interpretation prior to 1908, but the comments of Senator Albert B. Fall before the Senate Indian Affairs Committee on June 5,
1915, indicate that it was not invoked in behalf of the Navahos until after the failure of
the 1907 withdrawal scheme. U. S. Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearings, Indian
Appropriation Bill, FiBcal19H, 6Sd Cong., 1st sess., 1913, PP. 502-503.
10. For opinion in New Mexico and Arizona See the remainder of Fall's statement in
footnote #9 .above. For a statement of the eastern position see J. Weston Allen to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, May 7, 1913, Navaho 55414-14-150.
11. For a copy of the memorial see Navaho, 3368-12-308.1.
12. F. H. Abbott to Senator Benjamin F. Shively, October 9, 1912, Navaho 9807-12S08.1.
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tended that the Navahos had plenty of land on the reservation (1,100 acres for each man, woman, and child, he said)
and that the Bureau's plan was simply an encouragement
for Indian blackmail of white stockholders. 13 Fall's argument
was a compound of half-truths and scrambled statistics, but
it was sufficient to cause the Senate Indian Affairs Committee
to hesitate in supporting the Bureau plan. The Committee decided, in the face of conflicting evidence, to prohibit the use of
public funds for Navaho allotments on the public domain in
Arizona and New Mexico ·for the coming year. The Bureau
endorsed the plan "pending an investigation." The Commissioner of Indian Affairs obviously believed that the investigation would confirm the necessity for more land. Fall was
equally sure that an investigation would bear out his
arguments. 14
As a result of this compromise, a proviso was inserted
into the Indian Appropriations bill for fiscal 1914 which
stated that
no part of said sum shall be used .. for allotment of any
land in severalty upon the public domain to any Indian,
whether of the Navajo or other tribe, within the State of New
Mexico and the State of Arizona. (38 Stat., 78)

When the Senate met to discuss the Navaho problem the
following year, -the Indian Bureau had undergone a change
of personnel. The new Assistant Commissioner, E. B. Meritt, when testifying on the Navaho situation, seemed unaware
that the Bureau's acceptance of the Fall proviso the year
before had been based on the assumption that the Navahos
living on the public domain had been there since their return
from the Bosque Redondo and before. Like Fall, Meritt told
the committee that these Navahos had "voluntarily left the
reservation to go on the public domain in order that they
might make a better living for themselves."15 Nor did Meritt
13. See Fall's statement above, footnote #9, and a similar comment in the Congres.
sional Record. Vol. 49, 63d Cong., 1st sess., pp. 7031·33.
14. U. S. Senate, Hearings, Indian Appropriations BiU, Fiscal 1914. PP. 502·507.
15. U. S. Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs. Hearings. Indian App1'opriaticm BiU.
Fiscal 1915. 63d Cong., 2d sess.• 1914, p. 297.
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repeat the request for an investigation. In addition, Senator
Fall now found support from the Arizona delegation. Senator
Henry F. Ashurst introduced a new issue into the controversy
when he complained that the pressure of the Navaho allotment scheme was being made "not for the benefit of the Indians but that the coffers of a vast corporation may be still
further filled." The' corporation to which Ashurst referred
was the Santa Fe Railroad. He charged that the act of 1904
had been passed at the behest of the company, and that under
it the state of Arizona had been short-changed some 370,000
acres of its best land. This pressure for additional land for
the Navahos on the public domain, he intimated, was simply
a prelude to the issuance of another executive order withdrawal which would pave the way for the Santa Fe to reap
additional profits.16
With no one to defend the earlier Bureau position, the
Navaho cause was seriously compromised. An agreement to
which both Fall and Meritt subscribed was concluded whereby
only those Navahos who were residing on the public domain
prior to June 30, 1913, were to receive allotments. Annually
thereafter until 1933 this stipulation was incorporated into
the Indian Appropriation actsY ,
What happened behind the scenes, if anything, is not evident. What is clear, however, is that the compromise was in
fact no compromise at all. It was at best a concession, and at
worst a betrayal of the Navaho need for land. If it had been
true since 1906 that 160 acres was not enough for the nonreservation Navahos, that fact had not changed in 1914. Unless the land could be alloted so that the Navahos controlled
more than the minimum allotment acreage, which seemed
unlikely now, they could not make a living. The Fall-Meritt
compromise meant simply that the Navahos must be satisfied
with less land than they needed and that the stockmen of New
16. Ibid., p. 294. Ashurst offered no evidence of such a plot and, in light of the Bureau's
failure to take advantage of the 1904 act during the grace period of the 1907 withdrawal,
his contention would seem to be at least questionable.
17. Ibid., PP. 464·465. See also, Felix S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law
(Washington: ~.P.O., 1945), pp. 392·393.
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Mexico and Arizona had won an important victory over them.
Once again the Indian Bureau set out to salvage what it
could. Special agents were sent into the non-reservation areas
to allot land to as many Navahos as could qualify under the
Fall rider. By 1916 an inspector in the field could report that
in the Pueblo Bonito region of New Mexico 2,900 allotments
had been applied for. 1s
This project too was doomed to failure. Indian allotments
under the Dawes Act were neither approved nor patented by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs but by the General Land Office,
and the latter was not so lenient toward the Indians. Certain
improvements and residence requirements were necessary before title was granted and the Navahos, a semi-nomadic people, often did little about either. Despite the large number of
allotments, the Commissioner was also informed that all of
the 2,900 allotments "may be cancelled for lack of residence
or lack of conformity with other requirements." 19 Furthermore, the method of allotment was arousing the ire of the
whites. Because of the railroad sections, Indian agents were
forced to go farther away from the original Navaho grazing
areas in search of suitable land. As the Indian allotments
penetrated farther and farther into the public domain, the
white stockmen resented more and more the Indian encroachment on land which they hoped to control.
The situation grew steadily worse after 1914. In 1918 Superintendent Janus of Leupp stated that he was "powerless"
to plan for the future until the land situation was solved: "until this is done, all is uncertainty." The Board of Indian Commissioners sent one of its members to the field to make a first.hand report. His comments were not optimistic:
It is inconceivable that the Government can ever successfully
adopt a policy of allotment for the Navajos. To attempt to do
so would speedily reduce the majority of them to pauperism,
and convert an independent, self sustaining people 'into a class
of dependents.
18. S. A. M. Young to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December 2, 1916, Pueblo
Bonito, unnumbered report in the 160-169 file.
19. Ibid.
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I most strongly recommend that the Board urge upon the Government the wisdom of changing the status of this land to that
of an Indian reservation. 2o

These reports and others of a similar nature caused the Bureau to resolve in 1918 to meet the white opposition head on.
Recommendation would be made for the creation of another
executive order reservation.
Before this plan could be submitted, however, the Bureau's hands were tied by Congress. Word of the proposed
reservation traveled swiftly to the Senate where the Arizona
representatives decided the matter had gone far enough. In
March, 1918, during debate on the Indian appropriation bill,
Senator Marcus A. Smith of Arizona proposed an amendment
from the floor which provided that "hereafter no Indian reservation shall be created, nor shall any addition be made to
one heretofore created, within the limits of the States of New
Mexico or Arizona, except by Act of Congress." 21 The amendment was accepted by both houses without opposition. (40
Stat., 575), and one year later the prohibition was extended
to all the states (41 Stat., 34). A melancholy note by Superintendent Stacher of Pueblo Bonito summed up the situation:
The plan to extend the reservation has been blocked. No
one in politics seems to care a rap what becomes of the Navajos
and is willing to see him crowded out from his little range in
the desert where he has been content to plug along. Where
is the law maker that raises his voice in their behalf? 22

The executive branch of the government was now severely
limited in its program to provide the Navahos with adequate
land. New excutive order reservations were forbidden, and
so were exchanges under the act of 1904 since the Smith rider
provided that no new additions could be made to previously
20. For the report of Superintendent Janus see National Archives, Record Group 75,
Annual Narrative Reports, Leupp Reservation, 1918, p. 6 (Hereafter cited as Annual Narrative Report). For the report of Commissioner Frank Knox, dated May 28, 1917, see
Leupp, 58075-17-150.
21. Congressional Record, Vol. 56, 65th Cong., 2d sess., p. 4194.
22. Annual Narrative Report, Pueblo Bonito, 1918, p. 5.
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existing reservations. Several possibilities, none very satisfactory, remained. A cursory analysis of these plans will demonstrate their shortcomings.
Those Navahos who were resident on the public domain
prior to June 30, 1913, could still be alloted land, but greater
care would have to be exercised to comply with the regulations of the General Land Office. The futility of earlier work
in this field was revealed in 1919 in a report by special agent
A. W. Simington who had been sent into the field in 1918 to
survey the status of the earlier allotment applications. Despite the earlier allotment figure, Simington could find records for only 2,410 applications. Of these, 618 had been approved and only 100 patented. Even worse, the agent who had
made a survey and issued allotment certificates to Navahos
between Thoreau, New Mexico; and the Arizona state line
"never filed any of these applications in the local Land Office,
so that hundreds of Navahos think they are alloted but there
is no official record." 23 Allotment work could begin again,
but as a means of controlling the public domain its work was
clearly done.
Another alternative was to request funds from Congress
to purchase land outright for the Navahos' benefit. In 1919
Commissioner Cato Sells himself went before Congress to
urge this idea. He was given $100,000 (41 Stat., 423), but
the money was not a grant. It was to be reimbursed by the
Navahos at a future date. Since they had no money, it was
fruitless to talk of further grants. 24
The most promising solution to the growing friction 25 be23. Simington to Sells, December 18, 1919, Pueblo Bonito, 65898-18-304.
24. The money was used to purchase 12,000 acres near Gallup, New Mexico. The story
of the transaction is related in the correspondence of October 31, 1922, and June 23, 1927,
in Navaho, 17824-16-371, part 3.
25. General Hugh L. Scott of the Board of Indian Commissioners reported in 1921
that "the feeling between the two interests has been very strong, and both sides are well
armed .•. the situation any day may result in a serious clash because of" the failure of
the Department to settle the problem equitably." "They charge (the Navahos] that the
white stockmen are fencing the country, that the cow boys employed by white stockmen
threatened children and older people and took cattle having Indian brands; that cow boys
tore down hogans and Indian fences and that the cattlemen took possession of springs and
waterholes so that the Indians could not get water for their sheep." BIC, Special Reports,
Vol. 4, PP. 49-56.
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tween the whites and the Navahos in the non-reservation
areas was a plan to "block" the checkerboard. By "blocking"
it was envisioned that all railroad sections in a given area
would be given to the Navahos in exchange for their allotments in another area. In this way both railroad and Navaho
land holdings could be consolidated into several large
"blocks" and the friction occasioned by the checkerboard
obviated. Sentiment for this plan was strong by 1920.
Blocking, however, was obviously no solution to the Navaho land problem, for it meant the loss of half the land the
Navahos had previously used. Despite this obvious drawback
the Indian Bureau, apparently believing that the increasing
violence in the area had to be solved before any appeal for
additional land could be made, joined in 1921 to support a
measure providing for the consolidation of the non-reservation allotments in New Mexico where the conflict was most
aggravated (41 Stat., 1239). The law applied to the three
New Mexico counties of McKinley, San Juan, and Valencia,
all of which had been involved in the 1907 withdrawal order.
Despite support from both sides, no exchanges were effected
under the law until 1931, because subsequent regulations issued by the Indian Bureau were so complicated as to make
compliance nearly impossible.26 Such was the Navaho land
situation on the eve of the discovery of oil.

III
The oil that was discovered on the Navaho reservation
on September 24, 1922, was located near the eastern edge of
the original treaty reservation in the vicinity of Shiprock,
New Mexico. 27 Interest in the discovery was such that by
mid-October the local agent, Evan Estep, reported to the
Commissioner that his agency was being overrun "by all
26. H. J. Hagerman to C. J. Rhoads, August I, 1931, Navaho 64874-34-066.
27. Contrary to the statement of John Collier in his Indians of the Americas (New
York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1947), p. 247, that it was discovered on the "presidential
decree," i.e., executive order portion.
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kinds and classes of speculators, fly-by-nights, bootleggers,
and other forms of criminals"28 who sought to cover the
Navaho lands with applications for leases. Estep's problems
were compounded by a recent decision of the Secretary of
the Interior which opened all Indian reservations, executive
order as well as treaty, to oil prospecting and leasing.
Since 1891 there was an act which permitted the leasing
of mineral deposits on treaty reservations. The law provided
that "where lands are occupied by Indians who have bought
and paid for the same" and where such lands were not needed
for farming or were not desired for individual allotment, they
might be leased by "the authority of the council speaking for
s~ch Indians, in such quantities and upon such terms as the
agent in charge may recommend, subject to the approval of
the Secretary of the Interior" (26 Stat., 795). The Department of the Interior subsequently ruled that the phrase
"bought and paid for the same" applied to treaty reservations, but not to executive order reservations.
After the turn of the century attempts were made to open
the executive order reservations on terms similar to those
contained in the act of 1891. With the admission of Arizona
to statehood the tempo of this movement increased. Between
1912 and 1919, however, the Arizona delegation in Congress
found its efforts stymied by a powerful group of western
Senators who were desperately attempting to stave off the
demands of eastern conservationists that the public domain
be leased rather than deeded to successful prospectors. These
western spokesmen consistently maintained that the approval
of a leasing bill for the executive order reservations would
encourage the drive for leasing the public domain, and they
refused the Arizona appeal. Important for our purposes is
the equally consistent contention of the Arizona and New
Mexico representatives that there was no true parallel between the two bills, because title to executive order reservations was vested in the Indians in much the same fashion as
28. Estep to Burke, October 19, 1922, San Juan, 83819-21-327.
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title to the treaty reservations. 29 This argument was somehow forgotten after 1922 when the opportunity presented
itself to challenge the Navaho title to the potentially oil-rich
executive order reservations.
In 1919 the opposition to leasing the public domain collapsed, and shortly thereafter the executive order reservations were opened to leasing for metaliferous minerals (41
Stat., 31). No mention was made of oil, for apparently there
was no prospect of its discovery. However, an act which applied to the discovery of oil on the public domain was passed
shortly after the Metaliferous Minerals bill, and this act was
later to threaten Navaho oil rights.
.
The General Leasing Act of 1920 was a victory for the
forces of conservation. Henceforth, title to public lands would
not be granted to successful prospectors. Instead, in the case
of oil, the most a prospector could expect would be a lease
to one-fourth of his find at a maximum 5ro royalty, and a
preferential right to the remainder at a minimum 12.5%.
Royalties collected under this act were to be divided between
the reclamation fund and the state.in which the oil was located in a ratio of 52.5% to 37.5%, with 10% set aside for
administrative expenses. The state's percentage was to be
used for the construction and maintenance of public roads or
the support of public schools (41 Stat., 437). At the time no
mention was made of the applicability of the General Leasing
Act to executive order Indian ,reservations. This ingenious
interpretation was reserved for the fertile mind of Albert B.
Fall, Secretary of the Interior in the Harding cabinet after
March 4, 1921.
On January 14, 1922, one E. M. Harrison applied for an
oil prospecting permit covering a portion of the Navaho reservation withdrawn from the public domain by the executive
order of May 17, 1884. His application was rejected by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office who ruled, first,
29. For a sampling of these arguments see: Congressional Record, Vol. 53, 64th
Cong., 1st sess., p. 13777; Ibid., Vol. 56, 65th Cong., 2d sess., p. 7894; U. S. Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, Metaliferou8 Minerals on Indian Reservations, 64th Cong., 2d
sess., 1918, Rept. 880, p. 3.
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that he had no jurisdiction over Indian lands, and secondly,
that there was no law permitting the lease of executive order
reservations for oil or gas. There is no evidence to indicate
Harrison's motives, but he was not daunted by the Commissioner's decision. He insisted that he had filed his application
under the provisions of the General Leasing Act, and he appealed the decision directly to Secretary Fall. In other words,
Harrison maintained that the executive order reservation
was properly a part of the public domain, not the Navaho
reservation. 30
Secretary Fall accepted Harrison's argument after review, and in June, 1922, endorsed a bill for opening the executive order portions "within the Navaho Reservation in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, to oil and gas mining leases"
on terms similar to those contained in the General Leasing
Act. Fall's bill would have modified the General Leasing Act
only to the extent that instead of dividing the royalties between the state and the reclamation fund, the Indians would
also be included and royalties would be split equally between
the three. On June 5, 1922, Fall testified in behalf of the bill:
It is my opinion that the provisions of the General Leasing law of February' 25, 1920, are applicable to deposits of
oil and gas within executive order Indian reservations, because
of the fact that such reservations are merely public lands
temporarily withdrawn by Executive order.31

When the House failed to act promptly on his bill, Fall
took matters into his own hands and on June 9, 1922, issued
an administrative order which placed all executive order Indian reservations under the provisions of the General Leasing
Act. In so doing he reiterated his earlier testimony, stating
that since these reservations had in the past been restored to
entry by various presidents, they were obviously in the Indian
30. The pertinent documents in this case are printed in Daniel M. Green (ed.). Decisions of the Department of the Interior in Cases Relating to the Public Domain, Vol. 49
(Washington: G.p.a., 1923). pp. 139-146.
31. U. S. House, Committee on Indian' Affairs. Hearings, Leasing Unalloted Navajo
Lands, 67th Cong•• 2d sess., 1922, p. 1. See also Fall to Homer Snyder, June 7, 1922, Navaho.
44987-22-013.
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custody only temporarily.32 Thus when oil was discovered on
the edge of the treaty reservation in September, 1922, there
were many who took advantage of the Fall ruling to make application on the executive order portion as well.
An important by-product of the discovery of oil was the
creation of the Navaho Tribal Council. Before the discovery
Washington concerned itself but little with the need for
Navaho representative government. As a result of the executive-order additions to the reservation after 1868 the Indian
Bureau had divided the reservation into five sub-agencies by
1908, thus creating a situation which did little to promote
tribal political unity.33 When the prospectors first entered the
reservation in late 1919 or early 1920, there was no tribal
council in existence to deal with them. 34
To comply with the law, a council was hastily summoned
in the San Juan sub-agency where most of the interest was
centered. This San Juan Council made no pretense of representing all the Navahos. To meet specific requests of individual prospectors, the Council met in formal session four
times prior to the actual discovery of oil. 35 The minutes of
these meetings are imperfect records; they indicate only that
the Navahos around Shiprock were reluctant to lease their
land, and that despite many bids they approved only two
leases between the time of the first meeting on May 7, 1921,
and the discovery of oil.
32. Green, Decisions of the Department of the Interior, Vol. 49, p. 140. The effect
of this sweeping decision was to withdraw immediately the Indian claim to title from some
acres of land of which the Navaho share totaled about
The five sub-agencies were: Western Navaho Agency with headquarters at Tuba
City, Arizona, created in
San Juan Agency at Shiprock, New Mexico,
Navaho
Agency (the original agency) at Ft. Defiance, Arizona,
Pueblo Bonito Agency at
Crownpoint, New Mexico,
and Leupp Agency at Leupp, Arizona,
Ruth Underhill, The Navajos (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
pp.
In
John Collier argued that there had been a Navaho Council "in existence
for many years" prior to 1923: U. S. Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearings,
Survey of Conditions of Indians of the United States (Washington: G.P.O.,
part II, p.
(Hereafter cited as Senate Survey.) My research in the National Archives
failed to uncover any documentation for this claim. On the contrary. the evidence is that
prior to the interest in oil there was not even an agency council except at Leupp, and this
was clearly under the thumb of the local agent. See Leupp,
San Juan
and
85. For the minutes of these meetings see San Juan
and

22,000,000
33.

9,000,000.

1901;

1907;
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1931

1903;

1903;

1956),

1908.
220-221.

1928-1943),
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26637-19-324
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4292-21-322.
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114319-14-054;
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The casual, almost careless way in which the San Juan
Council was created resulted in headaches for the Bureau
later. Since the Council was not designed as a permanent establishment, each time a prospector wanted to deal with it
permission had to be obtained from Washington and a call
issued. This clumsy and troublesome policy led the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Charles H. Burke, to advise Agent
Estep at the time of the third Council meeting to secure
"broad authority" from the Indians to lease their land so
that the Council would not have to be called each time. 36 Estep
was never able to secure this authority. As a result, when oil
was discovered and the clamor for leases intensified, the Indian Bureau was unprepared to handle them. To solve the
problem and to give all the Navahos a voice in the determination of oil policy, the Bureau resolved to create a new and permanent Council representing all the Navahos, and to appoint
a Commissioner who would handle all matters pertaining to
oil and gas leases.
On January 3, 1922, Herbert J. Hagerman, Territorial
Governor of New Mexico in 1906-1907, was appointed to the
post of Commissioner, and on January 27, 1923, a directive
was issued for the creation of an all Navaho Counci1. 37 Hagerman immediately left for Washington where he conferred
with Bureau officials and conducted a thorough examination
of the Navaho files. 38 At the completion of this study he returned to New Mexico and prepared for the first Navaho
Tribal Council meeting. As a result of a conference with
the Navaho agents, the directive for the Council was modi36. Burke to Estep. November 3. 1922. San Juan 83819-21-322.
37. I discovered the original telegrams from Secretary Fall and copies of Hagerman's
replies among a collection of Hagerman's private papers entrusted to Mrs. Charles H.
Dietrich of Santa Fe in a folder simply labeled "Fall folder...• These valuable records were
forwarded to the National Archives after Mrs. Dietrich's death in 1961. They were microfilmed by the University of New Mexico before shipment and are available in the Coronado
Room of the library. For lack of a better title, I shall designate future references to this
collection as the Dietrich CoUection.
.
38. The memorandum which Hagerman drew up after his study of the files is truly
remarkable in its grasp of the Navaho situation. See Hagerman Memorandum, January 17,
1923, Navaho 61584-24-150.
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fied to exclude some objectionable features of the original
document. 39
The first all-Navaho Tribal Council met at Toadlena, New
Mexico, on July 7, 1923. The meeting was short. Hagerman
made a brief statement explaining that the purpose of the
meeting was to secure permission from the delegates for the
federal government to lease the remainderof their oil and gas
properties. He assured them that their cooperation in this
matter would result in a greater effort by the government to
secure them more land. The Council then elected Chee Dodge,
prominent Navaho spokesman, to the office of Chairman, and
unanimously approved a resolution drawn up in Washington
which granted the Commissioner authority to sign all gas and
oil leases which might in the future be granted in b,ehalf of
the tribe. 40 The necessary. authority secured, Hagerman began making plans to lease the Navaho treaty preserve.
A major problem which now faced the Department of the
Interior was the decision to lease at all, for it was becoming
apparent in 1923 that the oil industry was in or approaching
a bad state of overproduction. Hagerman did not favor immediate exploitation but a test of possible oil-bearing structures. Whether as a result of Hagerman's reasoning or for
other reasons, the Secretary, in late August, 1923, decided to
lease a portion of the treaty reservation near the site of the
first discovery. Arrangements were made for a public auction
to be held in Santa Fe, New Mexico, on October 15.
Despite high hopes on the part of Hagerman, this first
auction did not net the Navahos a great deal. Only eight of
eighteen small tracts adjoining the proven field were bid on
for a total of $22,000. An additional $65,000 was obtained for
39. For the original directive see Senate Survey, part· II, pp. 4378-79. For the amended
directive see Ibid., pp. 4390-9l.
40. Proceedings of the Navaho Tribal Council, July 7, 1923, San Juan 91993-23-054.
John Collier later charged that Hagerman's appointment was part of the swindle planned
by Albert B. Fall to cheat the Navahos of their oil lands, and that the new Navaho Tribal
Council was a creature of the government designed to make the swindle legal. 1 do not
agree with either Collier's evaluation of Hagerman or his judgment on the Tribal Council,
and my reasons are given at length in my dissertation "The Navajos and Federal Policy,
1913-1935," on file in the University of New Mexico library.
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four unproven tracts in the general vicinity: Tocito Dome,
$46,000; Table Mesa, $17,000; Rattlesnake, $1,000; and
Beautiful Mountain, $1,000. A major factor in the cool reception afforded the auction was the fact that the day before
the sale the fourth well drilled on the proven structure turned
out to be a water well. 41
The plans for the formation of the Navaho Tribal Council
and the Santa Fe auction were approved after Secretary Fall
resigned on March 4, 1923. The Teapot Dome scandal had not
yet broken, and the newspapers generally attributed Fall's
decision to his inability to see eye-to-eye with President
Harding on a variety of issues. Fall was succeeded by Hubert
Work, a Colorado physician turned politician who, prior to
this appointment, had served as Postmaster General.
Even before Teapot Dome, Secretary Work was to learn
that Fall's administration was unpopular with a great many
people. A few days after he assumed his new duties, Work
was confronted by Commissioner Charles Burke who voiced
his opposition to Fall's ruling in the Harrison case, and urged
the Secretary to obtain an opinion on the ruling from the Department Solicitor. Burke's request was submitted to the Solicitor on April 18, 1923, and a few months later the latter
rendered his opinion that the Fall order was not valid. 42
Aware by now that all was not well in the Department, Work
resolved to meet growing public opposition to the government's Indian policy by issuing an invitation to some one
hundred distinguished citizens to meet with him in December
to discuss the problem.
The Council of One Hundred which met in Washington
on December 12-13, 1923, pulled no punches. Only the resolution on the status of executive order reservations concerns
us here. The committee advised that the Secretary should
immediately suspend all proceedings on the sale or lease of
oil, gas, and other minerals on or from executive order reser41. For the details of the auction see Sen<Lte Survey, part II, p. 4830. For the water
well see Hagerman to Work, Octoher 23, 1922, Navaho 80406-23-322.7.
42. U. S. House, Committee on Indian Affairs, He<Lrings on H. R. 15021, LeMing of
Executive Order Reserv<Ltions, 69th Cong., 2d sess., 1927, p. 14.
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vations, pending action by Congress which, it was hoped,
would "vest the title of these reservations in the Indians occupying them." 43 Work accordingly in mid-February, 1924,
forbade the issuance of further prospecting permits on executive order reservations, and submitted to the Attorney General of the United States a memorandum which requested a
ruling on two questions: (1) what title is acquired by the
Indians to lands withdrawn for their benefit by executive
order and (2) are such lands subject to the provisions of
the General Leasing Act of 1920? The beginnings of a battle
royal were underway.
On May 12,1924, Attorney General Harlan F. Stone rendered his decision on the two questions given him by Secretary Work. The General Leasing Act, he wrote, was not apapplicable to executive order Indian reservations. "The important matter, however," he continued, "is that neither the
Courts nor Congress have made any distinction as to the
character or extent of the Indians' rights as between executive order reservations and reservations established. by treaty
or act of Congress." 44 Until one of them did so, the matter of
title could not be definitely settled. In this way the issue of
title was thrown back on the Congress where it was warmly
debated for the next three years. The details of the battle are
too lengthy for recitation here but the major events can be
traced.
The first attempt to resolve the problem was made by
Secretary Hubert Work. Just before the Committee of One
Hundred met in Washington in December, 1923, Work introduced into both houses of Congress a bill which attempted a
compromise between the opposing factions. Under the provisions of this bill, all proceeds from the leasing of executive
order reservations would be deposited to the credit of the
tribe for whose benefit the reservation had been created.
43. U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Minutes of the Meeting of the Advisory Council
on Indian Affairs (Washington: mimeographed, 1923).
44. For the entire Stone decision see U. S. Department of Justice, Official Opinions
oj the AttorneYB-General of the United States; Vol. 34 (Washington: G.P.O., 1926), pp.
171-192.
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However, the leases themselves would be made in accordance
with the provisions of the General Leasing Act. No action
was taken on this bill in 1924, but in 1925 it was again
introduced.
Debate on the bill in 1925 revolved about the percentage
of royalties to be allowed the Indians. The House approved a
plan which would give all the royalties to the Indians subject
to a state production tax. Since Congress the year before had
passed a new Indian Oil Leasing Act amending the act of
1891 to permit, among other things, taxation of Indian oil
royalties "in all respects" the same as royalties from nonIndian lands (43 Stat., 244), to attach the provisions of this
act for the treaty reservations to the Work bill for executive
order reservations was to imply that the two were the same.
The Senate, however, successfully opposed this measure and
insisted that the Indians pay 37.5 % of their royalties to the
state in which the reservation was located, "in lieu of taxes;"
that is, the same share that the state would have received
under the General Leasing Act. The amended Work bill was
then killed in the House at the urging of Indian Commissioner Charles Burke. 45
Commissioner Burke undermined the Work bill because it
placed the leasing of Indian oil lands under the provisions of
the General Leasing Act. This meant that the supervision of
Indian leases would be entrusted not to the Indian Bureau
but to the General Land Office which had cognizance over the
public domain. Burke insisted that the same law apply to
both kinds of reservations; furthermore, he was opposed to
granting the states any portion of the Indian royalties. 46
With the defeat of Work's bill by his own Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, the initiative for a solution shifted to the
Congress. In February, 1926, Representative Carl Hayden
of Arizona presented a second plan. Hayden's proposal satis45. u. S. House, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearings on H. R. 8829, Leasing of
Allotted Indian Lands, 69th Cong., 1st sess., 1926, pp. 70-71.
46. Ibid.. p. 71. Burke never went on record openly favoring the equating of treaty
and executive order reservations. J ahn Collier vehemently denounced the Commissioner for
his reluctance to take a stand on the issue, and maintained that he was perpetrating the
Fall scheme. In, my dissertation I ascribe other reasons for Burke's reticence.
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fied Burke's previous objection by providing that the leasing
of executive order reservations be in accordance with the
Indian Oil Leasing Act of 1924. It attempted to compromise
between the Senate and Burke on the taxation of royalties,
giving 37.5% to the states provided that such monies be used
for the construction of public roads within the reservation,
or for the support of public schools attended by Indian childrenY Although he was not entirely satisfied with the bill,
Commissioner Burke gave it his support, stating that it was
essentially in accord with the Bureau's position since provision was made for expenditure of all the tax monies in behalf
of the Indian. 48
The Senate, however, was not placated. Senators Sam G.
Bratton of New Mexico and A. A. Jones of Arizona attempted
to block the Hayden bill by substituting measures of their
own. Jones wanted to make the General Leasing Act applicable to executive order reservations and to remove the strings
from the 37.5 % grant to the states. Bratton favored administration of the leases under the Indian Oil Leasing Act, but
wished also to free the states of any restrictions in the use of
their share of the Indian royalties. 49 Opposition to all three
bills was aroused when John Collier, Executive Secretary of
the American Indian Defense Association, bluntly declared
that all the proposals were dodging the real issue of Indian
title. Each of the bills, in one way or the other, he charged,
implied that title to executive order reservations was in the
federal government. It would be very difficult, "perhaps impossible," he said, to pass a law authorizing the development
of these areas without adopting a theory on the nature of
title. 50
As a result of Collier's opposition and the simultaneous
passage of a pork-barrel appropriation which saddled the
47. U. S. House, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearing8 on H.R. 9138. Leasing of
Executive Order Reservations, 69th Cong., 1st SeBS •• 1926, PP. 1-2.
48. Ibid., p. 23.
49. U. S. Senate. Committee on Indian Affairs. Hearing8 on S. 1722 and S. 3159.
Development of Oil and Ga8 Mining Law8 on Indian Re8ervation8, 69th Cong., 1st SeBS.,
1926. PP. 1-3.
50. Ibid., pp. 71. 75. 90.
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Navahos with a $100,000 levy for a bridge across the San
Juan River in Arizona, Congressional sentiment began to
turn against the pending bills. Senators Burton K. Wheeler
and Robert LaFollette pronounced in favor of administering
the leases under the Indian Oil Leasing Act of 1924 and givhlg the Indians 100% of the roy~lties, subject to a st~te production tax. In May Senator Ralph H. Cameron of Arizona
introduced a bill which satisfied all of Collier's objections. Although this measure did not specifically equate the treaty and
executive order reservations, its implications were clearly in
that direction. This was so true that Senator Bratton, in a
last ditch attempt to overthrow the bill, introduced an amendment which would have declared that nothing in the bill
should be construed to affect the title to the lands in question
or to declare a permanent policy of Congress respecting such
titles. His amendment was defeated in committee by a six to
two vote. 51 On March 3, 1927, President Coolidge signed the
Cameron bill into law, thus ending the debate (44 Stat.,
1347).
The Indian Oil Act of 1927 marked a significant turning
point in the history of federal Indian policy. Since the passage of the Dawes Act in 1887, the prevailing attitude of
Congress was to destroy the Indian land base. The legislation
of 1912 and 1918 forbidding the president to increase the
Navaho reservation by executive decree and the decision of
Secretary Fall in the Harrispn case were clearly in this tradition. Now the trend was reversed. Although the question of
title was never 'explicitly resolved, the debates revealed that
it was the intent of Congress to equate the treaty and executive order reservations as nearly as possible without making
a formal declaration to that effect. As if to make this clear
the act contained a clause which relieved the executive branch
of its power to restore executive order reservations to, the
public domain. The circle was rounded. From this time forward the opponents of the traditional Indian policy, led by
51. u. s. Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, Hearings on S. 8159 and 4152, Development of Oil and Gas Leases on Indian Reservations; 69th Cong., 2d sess., 1926, Pp.
75,84.
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John Collier, made steady progress toward their goal of restoring the Indian reservations.

IV
Despite the furor occasioned by Fall's decision in the Harrison case, no oil was discovered on the executive order portions of the reservation until many years after the controversy had been resolved. Nor did the field discovered on the
treaty reservation make the Navahos wealthy. In 1927 the
market price of oil dropped disastrously with the result that
reservation production was curtailed. The Great Depression
and a partial failure on the Rattlesnake field in 1931 lowered
royalties from $119,425 in 1930 to $52,401. 52 Not until 1956
did oil royalties appreciably exceed this smaller figure. In all,
the royalties received from the time of the initial discovery
through 1937 amounted to only $1,227,705.19. 53 The effects
of the oil discovery were thus out of all proportion to the
value of the oil extracted. Not only did the discovery result
in the creation of the Navaho Tribal Council and the resolution of the status of executive order reservations, but it also
brought about the further expansion of the reservation to its
present boundaries.
At its annual meetings in 1926 and 1927 the Navaho
Tribal Council, prompted by Commissioner Hagerman; voted
to set aside 20 % and later 25 % of the annual oil royalties for
the purchase of additional land in Arizona and New Mexico
for those Navahos living outside the reservation boundaries.54
Although approved by the Navahos, this plan could not be
implemented, under the terms of the Indian Oil Leasing Act
of 1927, until it received Congressional approval. In early
1928 Senator Ashurst submitted a bill for this purpose.
52. Hagerman to Charles J. Rhoads, June 14, 1932, National Archives, Record Group
75, Special Agent's File, H. J. Hagerman, # 300. See also U. S. Department of the Interior,
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior, 1994 (Washington: G.p.a., 1935), p. 98.
53. William Zimmerman to Senator Elmer Thomas, May 28, 1937, Navaho 15529-37-322.
54. Minutes of the Navaho Tribal Council, Ft. Defiance, Arizona, July 7-8, 1926, General Services, 34976-26-054. Minutes of the Navaho Tribal Council, Crownpoint, New Mexico, July 7-8, 1927, General Services, 26881-27-054.
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The Ashurst bill provided for a government expenditure
of $1,200,000, reimbursable from the Navaho tribal fund, for
the purchase of land and water rights for Navahos living on
the public domain. The figure was based on an estimate of
Navaho needs figured at 800,000 acres at an average price of
$1.50 an acre. 55 It was violently opposed in New Mexico and
there was some talk of making it applicable only to Arizona.
In the end, however, the substance of the bill was attached
to an urgently needed deficiency appropriation and by this
ruse became law (45 Stat., 899).
In 1929 the first step in the expansion of the reservation
was laid before the Council. It contemplated the expenditure
of $217,000 for three strategically located water holes in
Arizona, a fourth tract in New Mexico for the Enemy Navaho
near Ramah, and a fifth purchase of 94,000 acres of Santa Fe
land located in both Arizona and New Mexico. The Council
unanimously accepted the resolution and urged the expenditure of the entire $1,200,000 before prices went Up.56 Before
the 1930 meeting these areas had been purchased and, with
the cooperation of the new Secretary of the Interior, Ray
Lyman Wilbur, and the active backing of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, Charles J. Rhoads, Commissioner Hagerman began to draw up a master plan for the complete solution of the Navaho land problem. When finally completed in
1932, this ambitious program called for the addition of some
3,000,000 acres to the reservation by purchase, consolidation,
and transfer from other government agencies. 57
From the Forestry Service the Indian Bureau hoped to
get some land in the Tusayan National Forest which bordered
on the western extremity of the reservation in Arizona. There
was no opposition and in 1930 and 1931 acts were approved
55. U. S. House, Committee on Appropriations, Hearings on Department of the Interior Appropriation BiU, Fiscal 1930, 70th Cong., 2d sess., 1928, p. 759.
56. The purchases were as follows: 20,000 acres near Tappan's Spring, Arizona, from
the Babbitt Brothers Co. for $60,000; 9,000 acres near Ramah, New Mexico, from the VOgt
Sheep Co. for $22,000; two tracts in the Castle Butte region of Arizona known respectively
as the Baily tract (147 acres for $7,000) and the Marty tract (10,240 acres for $34,000) ;
and the Santa Fe lands for $94,000.
57. U. S. Senate, The Navajo Indian Reservation, Doc. 16, 72d Cong., 1st sess., 1932.
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transferring 144,500 acres from the Forest to the Navaho
reservation (46 Stat., 378, 1204). From the General Land
Office the Bureau sought a 600,000 acre tract in southern
Utah known as the Piute Strip. This area had once been administered as a part. of the Navaho reservation from 1884
to 1892, then restored to the public domain. Except for a brief
period in the 1920's during the oil boom, this rugged and generally forbidding space was not coveted by whites. By 1929
the oilmen had abandoned their sites and there was no good
reason for not giving it to the Navahos. Some delay was experienced over the terms of the transfer, but in 1933 the land
was at last turned over to the Navahos with the understanding that if oil were ever discovered, 37.5 % of the royalties
would be given to the state of Utah (47 Stat., 418).
Where white land interests were involved the Navahos
encountered resistance. The purchase of the three water holes
in Arizona in 1929 was designed to insure Navaho control
over a much larger area of grazing land until these lands
could be purchased. But the prospect of greater Navaho ownership in the three Arizona counties of Coconino, Navaho,
and Apache, alarmed the taxpayers there who complained
that their tax structure, already weakened by the depression
and drought, would be further endangered if the land passed
to the Indians and thus became hnmune to taxation. A meeting of interested parties held in Winslow, Arizona, in
1931 resulted in local support for' a plan whereby railroad
land and Navaho allotments would be exchanged and blocked
and the Navahos permitted to buyout several white ranchers. 58 Opposition to the extension in New Mexico could not
be resolved and, since the proposed additions in both states
were incorporated into one bill, the measure went down to
defeat in 1931, 1932, and 1933.
Opposition to these bills actually stemmed from two
sources. On the one hand, Senators Bratton and Cutting of
58. For the Arizona opposition see U. S. Senate, Improvement of Conditions on Indian
Reservations in Arizona, Doc. 16, 7lst Cong., 1st sess., 1929, p. 80. For the Winslow meeting see Hagerman to Rhoads, August 1, 1931, General Services, 35878-31-054.
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New Mexico, speaking for the stockmen of their states,
opposed any and all attempts to enlarge the reservation in
New Mexico except by consolidation under the act of 1921.
On the other hand, John Collier fought the clause in the bills
which would have relinquished the Navaho right to allotment
once the boundary extension were concluded. It was Collier's
argument that, since the Navahos in New Mexico required
1,350,000 acres but under the provisions of these bills would
only get 243,000 acres, the right to allotment must be
preserved. 59
Since no opposition was offered by Collier or the citizens
of Arizona to the extension there, separate bills for the two
states were introduced in 1934. Each provided for the relinquishment of privately owned lands within the proposed reservation extensions, the owners to be permitted to select other
public lands within the same county. In addition, certain privately owned lands could be purchased by the Navahos outright. For this purpose $482,136 for New Mexico and $481,879 for Arizona, reimbursable from the Navaho treasury,
were authorized. 60 Secretary Harold L. Ickes assured local
residents of both states that the proposed extensions were
"the ultimate line to which the Indians can hope to expand
the reservation." The Arizona bill was passed (48 Stat., 860),
thus adding approximately 1,000,000 acres to the reservation,
but the New Mexico opposition held fast and defeated the
extension in their state. The best the Navahos were able to
do in New Mexico was to exchange some 245,898 acres with
the Santa Fe and to purchase an additional 123,678 acres in
McKinley County from the New Mexico and Arizona Land
Co., a subsidiary of the Frisco. 61
59. Hagerman maintained that some concession must be made to the traditional New
Mexican opposition, and he charged Collier was antagonizing the New Mexican stockmen
unreasonably with his demands for future allotment. Collier was undoubtedly right in
principle. but his dogmatic stand, as Hagerman had warned, ended in defeat for the New
Mexico extension.
60. U. S. Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs. Define the Exterior BoundaTieB of the
Navajo ReBCTvation in New Mexieo and for Other PurpoBeB, 73d Cong., 2d sess.• 1934,
Rept.1074.
61. For the Santa Fe negotiations see William S. Greever, Arid Domain (Stanford:
Stanford University Press. 1954). PP. 133-135. For the New Mexico and Arizona Land Co.
transaction see the company file #117 in the Korber Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Bills for the extension of the reservation in New Mexico
were introduced regularly throughout the remainder of the
1930's, but the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934
rang down the curtain on any serious negotiations along this
line. The purpose of the Taylor Act was to put a halt to overgrazing on the public domain. To establish effective control,
all public lands in the West were withdrawn from entry,
thus ending the threat of future Navaho allotments. The
white stockmen, confident now that they could dominate the
range through their control of the advisory boards established by the act, saw no need to make any concessions to the
Navahos. The boundaries of the reservation today are substantially those worked out in 1934.

THE "KING OF NEW MEXICO" AND THE
DONIPHAN EXPEDITION
By RALPH A. SMITH*
HE contributions of the Captain of the professional scalp
hunters of New Mexico and Chihuahua to victory in the
Mexican War has never received due attention. This story
began near sunset on Christmas Day, 1846, when a heavily
armed horseman rode up to the west bank of the Rio Grande
at Brazito about thirty miles north of EI Paso del Norte. Half
a dozen Delaware and Shawnee Indians were following him.
Seeing troops on the opposite bank, he called to them. As he
talked back and forth with the soldiers, officers of the troops
came out and asked him many questions. They demanded his
identity and ordered him to cross the River. The stocky, gray
bearded mountain man rode his horse into the stream with
his retinue following and came up on the east bank into the
camp of the First Regiment of Missouri Mounted Volunteers.
Every word and act of the strange rider struck the imagination of the Missourians. They agreed that his fringed buckskin hunting shirt and breeches clothed a mighty tough old
bird. On his head was cocked a broad Mexican hat, and huge
spurs embellished with Mexican finery jingled at his heels. He
carried a Jake Hawkins rifle elegantly ornamented with silver
inlaid on the stock, and pistols and daggers swung about his
hips and 'waist. Though fifty-four years old and weighing
about 175 pounds he moved as smoothly as an athlete.. His
steed was a fine, spirited "scalping horse" to which he gave
the sort of care which seemed to say that the animal had carried him through some crises during his scalp hunting days.
The Missouri boys led the rider to their commander, Colonel Alexander Doniphan. He spoke in a way that commanded
attention, but also evoked speculation and created an air of
mystery. The Volunteers listened to his story, and some pronounced it among the most fantastic that they had ever heard.
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The speaker identified himself as James Kirker. 1 The Mexican
world knew him as don Santiago Querque, and the American
as don Santiago Kirker.
Born in Belfast, Ireland, in 1793, he had arrived in New
York in 1810. During the War of 1812 he had prowled the
Atlantic on an American privateer, the Black Joke. He had
entered St. Louis in 1817 and Santa Fe in 1824. After marrying a Mexican woman, his home life in El Paso del Norte alternated with trapping along the Gila and inter-play in Rio
Grande Valley politics to the point that his only extant picture
bears the caption "Don Santiago Kirker when King of New
Mexico." In addition to his interest in furs and politics he had
contracted at intervals for a decade with the government of
Chihuahua to scalp hostile Indians. Much of his "hair raising"
had occurred in New Mexico, where he spent more of his life
than in any other state. Indeed no other person even equalled
his deliveries of Apache, Comanche, Navaho, and Ute hair
and ears to public scalp markets. The very thought of his hair
hunting amazed such Doniphan Volunteers as Private Marcellus Bell Edwards and Meredity T. Moore, since only a few
weeks previously Edwards and other troopers had danced
around Navaho and Pueblo Indian scalps while campaigning
west of Santa Fe. Kirker's impression upon Moore was strong
enough that this Missourian recorded the best extant description of the "Lord of the Scalp Hunters" sixty years later.
The government of Chihuahua still owed Kirker $30,000
for human "pelts" which he had delivered up to the time of his
last big raid on an Indian camp. Instead of paying him, however, Governor don Angel Trias had repudiated his claims.
Don Santiago had antagonized the Governor further by hesitating to accept a colonel's command in a Chihuahuan army
1. Kirker's longest biographical sketches are "Don Santiago Kirker," Republic;'n (Santa Fe, N.M.), November 20,1847, and Glen Dawson et al. (eds.), Don Santiago Kirker: the
Indian Fighter (Los Angeles, 1948). For a description of Kirker and of his appearance at
Doniphan's camp see: William Elsey Connelley (ed.), Doniphan's Expedition and the Conquest of New Mexico and California (Kansas City, 1907), 101£, 388; Frank S. Edwards,
A Campaign in New Mexico with Colonel Doniphan (Philadelphia, 1847), 96; Ralph P.
Bieber (ed.), Marching with thc Army of the West 1846-1848 (Glendale, California, 1936),
237.
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under preparation to fight the American invaders. Kirker
had probably already established contact with an American
agent, John Wiley Magoffin of the well-known Missouri merchant family, by the time of the offer. The United States War
Department had sent Magoffin southward to facilitate the
conquest of Chihuahua for General John Ellis Wool and Colonel Doniphan. Wool had instructions to march from Saltillo
and to meet Doniphan in Chihuahua City. Whether Kirker
had met Magoffin before or after the Mexicans had arrested
this trader at EI Paso and sent him to Chihuahua City cannot
be said. Neither do we know if Trias had heard of their collusion. Anyway the Governor had threatened to jail Kirker and
his Delawares, whereupon don Santiago had left Chihuahua
and reported to Doniphan that he had fled to join him and to
show his loyalty to the United States. However, he probably
did not mention that he was a naturalized citizen of Mexico,
nor that Trias had offered five times as much money ($10,000)
for his "scalp" as was ever paid for any human crown in the
hair markets of Mexico. For seventeen days he had ridden
through deserts, mountains, and wilderness with as much of
his "little army"2 as he could get together. One of his best
scalpers, Chuly, had set out across Texas for his home in the
Creek Nation, while some of his Delawares had continued up
the Rio Grande toward their territorial homes.
Regardless of Kirker's popularity with the troopers, their
officers were skeptical of his story. They did not forsee that
his knowledge of the enemy's country, language, customs,
war preparations, and morale might be worth as much as another regiment to the invaders. In the matter of Mexican
language alone he spoke Spanish so fluently that he ev~n used
English with a Spanish accent. His information on roads,
water holes, and forage was unlimited. When don Santiago
was told that the Missourians had whipped over 1,200 Mexicans under Lt. Col. Ponce de Leon earlier in the afternoon and
had sent them pell mell back toward EI Paso, he rejoiced.
2. Josiah Gregg. Commerce oj the Prairies. edited by Max L. Moorhead (Norman,
Oklahoma, 1958), 228.
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But the officers reasoned that he must be a decoy sent to lead
them into a trap. If he told them that de Leon's army was the
very one in which Trias had offered him a command, it must
have puzzled them more. When he tendered his services to
Doniphan and his staff, they acted overjoyed and accepted
at once, but with misgivings. 3 The Commander thought of don
Santiago's years of military service to the enemy with a rank
as high as colonel. Besides Kirker's family still lived in Chihuahua. Doniphan evinced that one involved in such a lurid
profession as scalping could be only a surreptitious faker at
best. Nevertheless, he added the Scalp Chief to Captain
Thomas Forsythe's platoon of mountain men whom he had
collected since leaving Ft. Leavenworth. Doniphan ordered
his Missourians to shoot the old fellow at the least sign of
treachery. With the Governor's $10,000 tag on his head and
the Colonel's command to fill him with lead if he acted queer;
one wonders how don Santiago could have lasted long in
America's paradise for bounty hunters. But this was nothing
especially novel for Mister Jim. For a generation he had
skirted the laws of nations and operated in a sort of no-man's
land. America's master scalper had dodged at least two previ.
ous Mexican bounties on his head, not to mention the craving
of the Apaches, Comanches, Navahos, Utes and other Indian
nations for his locks.
Kirker went out with Doniphan's scouts on the morning of
December 26 before most of the Missourians broke camp.
3. Sources used for Kirker's part in Doniphan's campaign from Brazito through the
Battle of Sacramento are: ConneIley (ed.), op. cit., et passim; Edwards, op. cit., 169-179;
Julius Frobel, Aus Amerika, II (Leipzig, 1858), 205f; Ralph P. Bieber (ed.), Journal of a
Soldier under Kearny and Doniphan 1846-1847 (Glendale, California, 1935), et passim;
Adolphus Wislizenus, Memoir of a Tour to Northern Mexico, Connected with Col. Doniphan's Expedition, in 1846 and 1847, in U.S. Senate Miscellaneous Documents, num. 26,
30th Cong., 1st sess. (Washington, 1848), 39-47; Bieber (ed.), Marching with the Army Of
the West, 236f; U.S. Senate Executive Documents, num. 1, 30th Cong., 1st sess., 498-513;
Jacob S. Robinson, A Journal of the Santa Fe Expedition under Colonel Doniphan (Princeton, 1932), 65ff; Maurice Garland Fulton (ed.), Diary & Letters of Josiah Gregg, Excursion
in Mexico and California 1847-1850 (Norman, Oklahoma, 1944), 101ff; SteIla M. Drumm
(ed.), Down the Santa Fe Trail and into Mexico, the Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin 1846·
1847 (New Haven, Connecticut, 1926), xix; Republican Extra (Santa Fe, N.M.), August 8,
1849; Arkansas State Gazette, May 22, 1847.
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Word that "the TERROR of the Apaches"4 had joined the
"hairy devils" from Missouri preceded him. His companions
related that the "notorious" Kirker became as "terrifying"
to the Mexicans as he had been to the Indians. Once Chihuahuans had idolized don Santiago as their hero, but now he
personified their worst priest-inspired dreams of half-savage,
devil worshipping Anglo-Americans. 5 The old indictment of
heresy that the Political Chief of New Mexico had stuck to
him in 1835 along with an $800 reward for his head was revived, and the charge of treason added. With the people, the
"Irish traitor" 6 became the symbol of a whole "perfidious"
nation of Americans. The zeal of one of Kirker's fellow townsmen, the priest Ramon Ortiz of EI Paso del Norte, in stirring
up anti-American feeling helped to make his name a byword.
Kirker saw few Mexicans during the first day after Brazito. Near night he camped with the Missouri regiment of selfstyled "ring-tailed roarers" about fifteen miles above EI Paso.
For one held in such apprehension, his comments created
much indecision. Officers shied at every word of advice that
he gave. When events followed his predictions, it made his
statements more of a puzzle to them. As the column started
early on the morning of the twenty-seventh, he alone insisted
that there would be no severe engagement during the day.
Doniphan's staff interpreted this to mean that the invaders
must be prepared for anything. In fact don Santiago said that
the Mexicans would fight no more along the Rio Grande. He
knew that de Leon's soldiers had fled through EI Paso and
were flying toward Fort Carrizal. The "King of New Mexico"
had an odd intuition for learning things and an uncanny
genius for explaining them, which he had demonstrated best
in 1845, when Governor Trias had offered $9,000 for his scalp.
4. Connelley (ed.), op. cit.• 388.
5. For a picture of the religious apprehensions in Mexico toward Protestant Americans
at this time see: Connelley (ed.), op. cit., 88; LeRoy H. Hafen (ed.), Ruxton of the Rockies
(Norman, Oklahoma, 1950). 143; Bieber (ed.). Journal of a Soldier under Kearny and
Doniphan, 1846-1847, 99.
6. Boletin de la sociedad chihuahuense de estudios historicos, II, num. 2 (julio de 1939),

71.
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Kirker was "the chief of the Apache nation"7 at that time,
"chief" at least to the extent that he fenced for some of the
mountain tribes to dispose of their stolen livestock. Hearing
of this big price, he had gone down to Chihuahua City with his
retainers to talk the thing over with the Governor. In the
end he had signed a contract with Trias, returned to the very
village where he had been "chief," and brought to His Excellency over $10,000 worth of hair from the heads of his
former "subjects." As the Lord of the Scalp Hunters approached EI Paso with Doniphan, he formed a part of Lt.
Col. David D. Mitchell's vanguard. Time soon told whether
the Missourians could trust him, or whether he was simply
trying to ensnare them for one of his hair "harvests," which
some of the Mexicans had hoped earlier that he would make
on the invaders.
About eight miles above EI Paso the van detected a large
body of Mexican men advancing on the opposite side of the
River. The Mexicans displayed a white flag, and fear that they
were soldiers ready to do battle gave way to vindication for
don Santiago's word. Among this party of Mexicans were
members of the same municipal council of EI Paso who examined, tallied, and certified Indian scalps for payment when
Kirker had brought them into this place. Ready to surrender
the town, the delegation received the guard with friendly gestures. Other citizens gave the invaders bread and all of the
"Pass wine" that they could guzzle, but nothing indicated that they were overly unctious toward their distinguished fellow citizen. With these formalities over, Kirker led
Doniphan's undisciplined, tumultous, profane "roarers" down
the east bank of the Rio Grande to the site of present El Paso,
Texas. Crossing at a ford, don Santiago's new Nordic companions wound along a crooked road between orchards and
vineyards. The townspeople brought out fruits, sweetmeats,
and more wine to welcome his companions, as the Scalp Captain had intimated that they would do. He and the Volunteers
7. James Hobbs. Wild Life in the Far West: Personal Adventures of a Border Mountain
Man (Hartford. Connecticut, 1872), 81.
'
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stormed through city gates which normally exhibited specimens of his trade wrung from Indian heads. Besides its reputation for pretty women and mission spirits blessed and blinking, don Santiago's home town offered other distinctions reminiscent of his Indian encounters. One was natives swinging
by the necks in the belfry of the cathedral, or from beams
extending from it. Though Kirker's homecoming was on the
second day after Christmas, the invaders camped south of the
plaza and found enough light-spirit fog still in the air to enjoy
the local atmosphere.
The Scalp Captain's stock inched upward with the Missourians from privates to officers as events worked out like he
had said that they would. His words passed from mouth to
mouth, and Missouri boys jotted them down in letters and
journals. They found his fellow townspeople more delightful,
handsome, intelligent, and cleaner then those at Santa Fe.
Kirker had traveled their same path more than twenty years
before. Apparently his dark eyes had glowed too at vibrant
senoritas swinging their hips along the streets, for he had
found a "handsome," 8 well-bred lady here and had made her
Senora Querque. Don Santiago had at least two children by
her, Joseph and Petra, and an alleged daughter by a Mexican
woman in Santa Fe. He had left his wife at Corralitos in
northwestern Chihuahua when fleeing from Trias to join the
invaders. Petra was eighteen or twenty years old now. She
might have been in EI Paso and might have met a certain
young trader in the merchant train following her father and
the army at this time. This trader's name was Samuel F. Bean,
who came from a family of Kentucky wonders. One of his
brothers was Roy, later "The Law West of the Pecos," and another was General Edmund Bean of California history. Petra
and Sam married several years later and brought two of the
best known Scotch-Irish names in the west under the same
roof.
The town called Ciudad Juarez captured Kirker's companions like Philadelphia took Howe. For forty-two days they
8. Narrative of B. D. Wilson, typed MS., Berkeley, California, Bancroft Library.
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lingered on the streets, about the market place, and in gaming
dives and bawdy houses. But the New Mexican Scalp Chief
could riot give himself over entirely to a homecoming celebration, nor expose his valuable head too freely, for Doniphan
kept him busy outside of town with scouting and foraging
parties much of the time. This was to be expected for no one
in camp knew where Mexicans might hide their corn and fodder better than don Santiago did. He led Captain David Waldo
and a squad up the Rio Grande on January 5 to look for stock,
just anybody's stock, Mexicans', Indians', or animals stolen
from the regiment. Apaches and Mexicans we.re fair game
also. The "redskins" stayed out of his reach in the mountains,
but Waldo, Lachlan McLean, and others got their biggest
thrills when they had to hold spurs to their horses to keep up
with Kirker as he flew after small parties of Mexicans. These
wretches fled from him like wild deer. After eight or ten days
of this "sport," he guided his companions back into camp.
Shortly Mister Jim and Captain Waldo were foraging and
looking for stolen stock in the sierra again. The records say
nothing about what Kirker brought in on January 28, but a
good guess would be that he did not return empty handed.
When Doniphan set February 8 as the date for resuming the
march, it meant that the Scalp Captain would be out gathering
work animals and collecting information on developments
down south almost continuously. Failing to find oxen that
Mexicans had stolen, he and Lt. Graves nabbed six citizens to
hold as hostages pending the return of the animals. Kirker
re-entered town on the seventh about the same time that
patrolmen came in from the south and two messengers arrived from the north. These other parties brought intelligence
very important to the Scalp Chief.
The party of patrofmen were under Captain John W. Reid
and had two captives who had come from Chihuahua City.
After the Missourians dangled them in a noose until almost
dead, they divulged that a figure also prominent in the scalp
traffic was coming to deal with Kirker and the Americans
whom don Santiago was guiding into Chihuahua. He was Jose
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A. Heredia, Governor and Commandant General of Durango.
His duties included administration of the bounty laws of his
State whose enactment don Santiago had influenced. Heredia
would leave Chihuahua City in a few days with 1,800 men to
meet the invaders, according to the two captives. The pair of
messengers arriving from up the Rio Grande had brought-an
efCciting story about a rebellion of Pueblo Indians, Mexicans,
and don Santiago's Delawares who had dropped in at Taos
after leaving him near Brazito. The rebels had killed twenty
Americans and Mexicans, and scalped some of them in good
"kirkeresque" form. The story sounded to the Scalp King like
a recital of events on September 5, 1839, when he and his
"little army" had slaughtered forty Apaches at Taos on one
of the better days of scalp hunting history. The best known
persons to lose hair at Taos in the latest spree of Kirker's
scalpers were Governor Charles Bent, James White Leal, and
young Narciso Beaubien around whose scalp a "big dance"
was held. 9 The reports from both north and south raised some
inter-related problems for Kirker and Doniphan. The Colonel
had to decide whether to retreat, to remain in El Paso, or to
advance as planned, and don Santiago had to do some clarify~
ing. Was the Scalp Captain part of this conspiracy against
American rule? Many of his old Mexican friends had participated in it. The role of his Delawares made his complicity
appear more possible, especially since Big Nigger, Jim Swannik, Jim Dickey, and Little Beaver, who had followed Kirker
up to Brazito, had scalped Governor Bent et al., according to
some sources, and had killed most or all of Colonel Sterling
Price's dead in the suppression of the revolt. These Delawares
had fled to the mountains then, where they had followed don
Santiago in earlier days. White men put up a reward for Big
Nigger's scalp, but the only time that anybody ever collected

I

9. For the story of the Pueblo Revolt see: Alcance al Faro (Ciudad Chihuahua, Chi.),
febrero 17 de 1847: El Registro Oficial (Victoria de Durango, Dgo.), febrero 28 de 1847;
Arkansas State Gazette, May 1, 1847; Hafen (ed.). op. cit., 191f, 266; J. P. Dunn, Massacres of the Mountains, a History of the Indian Wars of the Far West (New York, 1886),
62-76; T. D. Bonner (ed.), The Life and Adventures of James P. Beckwourth (New York,
1931), 335f; Ralph P. Bieber (ed.), Wah-To-Yah and the Taos Trail (Glendale, California,
1938), 177f, 243ff, and Marching with the Army of the West, 244f.
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a cent for the hair of one of don Santiago's "barbers" was
when he was killed in Kirker's own service. Then the Celt himself would carry his hair to market with "pelts" raised from
the heads of "redskins" or brunette peons, pitch it down before the tally men with the others, and do the collecting personally.
In the end don Santiago talked himself out of the current
predicament. Of course, he was not in any scheme to mislead
the Missourians, or to strike them from behind. He reiterated
his loyalty and his preference to serve Americans to "fleecing" Apaches for a bankrupt Mexican state. Urging Doniphan to advance on schedule, the Scalp Captain insisted that
Mexicans were exaggerating the extent of the revolt in order
to detain the invaders. Furthermore, the enemy in the south
could not hold back the Missourians if they advanced. Kirker
had many bases for his advice which Doniphan knew little
about, including Comanche and Apache raids that had left
Mexico prostrate as far south as the Tropic of Cancer. These
raids plus Kirker's hair deliveries had helped to keep Chihuahua broke financially. The "King of New Mexico" told Doniphan that the Mexicans would be unable to present more than
a thousand "cowardly militia' men and troops" 10 in arms.
These would be under inefficient officers and inadequately
equipped. Official Mexican reports confirm that Kirker
pointed to his scalp contracts as evidence, that since the Mexicans could not protect themselves against the savages, they
certainly could not defend themselves from American riflemen. l l Both American and Mexican sources assert that as
10. El Registro Olicial, febrero 28 de 1847.
11. For information directly or indirectly from Mexican sources helpful on the part of
the scalp hunters in the Brazito-Sacramento Campaign see: Enrique Gonzales Flores, Chihuahua de la independencia a la revoluci6n (Ciudad Mexico, 1949), 75, y "Invasi6n norteamericana, n Boletin de lit 80ciedad chihuahuense de estudio8 historic08, IV. num. 8 (enero 20
de 1943). 304f; El Registro Olicial, diciembre 24 de 1846, enero 3, 7, y 14, febrero 25 y 28, y
marzo 4 y 7 de 1847; El Faro, febrero 8 de 1848 ; Docume~ts for the History of Chihuahua,
Extracts from Mss. & Printed Matter in the Collection of Mons. Alphonse Pinart, II, in
Bancroft Library, Berkeley, Cal., 36 It; Alcance al Registro Olicial, num. 506, didembre 18
de 1846, y nl1m. 537, abril 6 de 1847; Suplemento al Registro Olicial, num. 505, dieiembre 12
de 1846; Boletin de la sociedad chihuahuense de estudios historicos, II, num. 2 (julio 15 de
1939),71'; F. M. Gallahar, "Official Report of the Battle of Temascalitos (Brazito)," New
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Doniphan and his staff wavered betw~en moving against Chihuahua City and waiting for word from Colonel Price, the
Scalp Captain told him to go forward without hesitation.
Indeed, Mexican sources credit Kirker with supplying the incentive that caused Doniphan to move out on schedule. Don
Santiago also transfused his high spirit through the ranks of
the "roarers," though no one in camp knew where to find
General Wool, whom the Missourians were supposed to meet
in Chihuahua City. With the situation in Kirker's favor now,
the scalp King could show contempt for Trias' reward offer.
At eight o'clock on Monday, February 8, don Santiago
guided an excited train of Missouri boys and merchants out of
EI Paso. Rumors spread southward that the "Irish traitor"
was coming at the head of a horde of pagan Protestants seeking vengeance which would outdo any of his previous "fleecing" .sprees. Twenty miles below EI Paso he left camp on
Tuesday with Captain Forsythe and six or seven other scouts.
Doniphan instructed him to range deep into the enemy country. The Celt avoided roads to escape Mexicans aware of the
value of his hair and Apaches who wanted to settle old scores.
Of course, as a former "chief of the Apache nation" he knew
that savages were perching upon sierra peaks throughout the
countryside and watching every thing that moved below. Although nothing was a better antidote for Apache visits than
the most successful professional scalp hunter that America
ever had, warriors nevertheless prowled around Doniphan's
train and ran horses, mules, and oxen into the hills.
Kirker and his squad carried only a few supplies along on
pack mules. They intended to live by don Santiago's resourceMexico Historical Review. III. num. 4 (October, 1928). 385tr; Francisco R. Almada. Diccionario historia, geografia 11 biografia chihuahuense (Ciudad Chihuahua. Chi.. 1927), 14,
326f. 715; Romulo Jaurrieta. "Batalla de Sacramento febrero 28 de 1847." Boletin de la
sociedad chihuahuense de estudios historicos. VII. num. 4. (julio y agosto de 1950).413-420;
Leon Barri, Jr.• "Granitos de historia," Boletin de la sociedad chihuahuense de estudio8 his~
toricos, VII, num. 8 (enero y febrero de 1951). 513; Francisco R. Almada. "Gobernadores
del estado: XXII.-Gral. D. Angel Trias, Sr.... III, nums. 10 y 11 (julio y agosto de 1941),
175f. y "Gobernadores. . • . : XXIII.-Coronel Mauricio Ugarte," IV, num. 3. p. 87. en Boletin de la sociedad chihuahuense de estudios histoTicos; Arkansas State Gazette, April 24,
1847; Albert C. Ramsey (ed.). Ramon Alcarez·s. The Other Side: or Notes for the History
of the War between Mexico and the United States (New York City. 1850), 168, 171 et seq.
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fulness at finding wild game, which one source extoled. 12
Within a day they used up their food, but Kirker continued
winding through the mountains without discovering anything
to eat. Goingfour days with no food, he reached a sierra gap
on the fifteenth. Being hungry was no new experience for him.
Once on the Gila Desert he and his trappers had gone so long
without water that they had lost a great amount of weight
from dehydration, and at other times Kirker had turned
Apache when he could get food no other way. This meant
shooting and eating a mule. He and his companions now selected a burro from their train to kill, but just in time to save
the animal he perceived a dozen horsemen approaching.
Captain Kirker recognized Lt. G. Pope Gordon, James
L. "Squire" Collins, 'and A. Henderson in a scouting party,
which had food to share with his starving band. When Doniphan's train arrived about sunset, the Scalp Captain and his
companions joined it.
Jim Kirker learned that Doniphan had organized the
traders and teamsters into an infantry battalion. They had
selected a friend of the scalpers and the chief merchant of
Independence, Samuel C. Owens, their major. The relations
between Kirker's Old Apache Company of scalp hunters and
the traders went beyond mere acquaintances. The impulse for
contraband profits threatened to cancel the benefits that Doniphan derived from intelligence which don Santiago and his
"barbers" had brought to him. When explaining Chihuahua's
ability to arm, the Scalp Chief had based his calculations upon
a knowledge of Mexican resources before contrabanders
reached the enemy. Already Albert Speyer, James J. Webb,
and other traders had dashed off from Missouri ahead of the
Army of the West. They had reached Chihuahua City and sold
American war material to the very man who wanted to buy
Mister Jim's head.t3 Three hundred and fifteen other wagons
12. Julius Frobel zu der New York Tribune, Dezember 22, 1852, in Aus der amerikandischen Presse, 50.
13. For the significance of contraband to the Doniphan Expedition see: the writer's
article, HContrabando en la guerra con Estado Unidos," Historia Mexicana, XI. num. 3
(enero-marzo, 1962), 361-381; Boletin num. 18 del RegiBtro Ojicial, diciembre 21 de 1846.
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loaded with war material and consumer goods had followed
Kirker out of EI Paso with the Missouri regiment. One trader
after another slipped from Doniphan's tow until more than
fifty wagons reached Chihuahua City before the Battle of
Sacramento. Much of their cargo also entered the hands of
the hard-pressed Governor whose troops don Santiago had
told Doniphan would be poorly armed. The Kirker and Collins
parties had twenty-three men after they combined at the
sierra gap on February 15.
Doniphan sent them forward to reconnoiter Carrizal, the
only remaining fortress short of Chihuahua Gity. Don Santiago knew the place well, for it had been one of the main
strongholds against the terrible Apaches. He arrived at Carrizal, where the Mexicans intended to reform de Leon's troops,
about eight o'clock on the morning of February 16. Kirker and
his party met the Alcalde, who came out to receive the unwelcome visitors. De Leon's soldiers had spread the news of
Brazito, the "roarers," and of Kirker, "the TERROR of the
Chihuahuans,"14 and continued their flight. The scouts found
only a small observation party and 400 civilians remaining
at Carrizal.
The Scalp Captain and Collins interpreted for Forsythe
and Gordon. Kirker and party received a written submission
of the fort and town from the Alcalde. A Mexican report
spread that the Scalp Chief had dropped word that the regiment would waste no time in Carrizal, but would continue on
to the hacienda of El Carmen on the Rio Grande and provision
themselves from plunder. According to interpretations of
what Mexicans had heard that Doniphan's "notorious" guide
had said, Kirker would lead the "perfidious Texas jackasses"
into Chihuahua City within fifteen days without fail. (This
term was a popular opprobrious Mexican reference to all
blond interlopers from the northeast after Sam Houston had
introduced the American and Mexican nations at San
Jacinto) . The alleged boast of the "King of New Mexico" had
it that he intended to achieve this rapid advance in spite of a
14. Connelley (ed.), op. cit., 388.
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Mexican army at Laguna de Encinillas. To whom don Santiago
had told this matters little, for it worked out as accurately as
his other forecasts. But for the Chihuahuans, however, it
mattered much. They remembered other triumphal entries
that Kirker had made into their capital, when his burros had
struggled under loads of green human "pelts," and moccasinshod, pajama-clad scalp hunters with long knives had borne
still other crowns strung along poles. Even more sobering to
the citizens than this picture was their recollections of
Kirker's disputes with the government over mixing the
crowns of peons with Indian hair. These memories bred nightmarish dreams of a shaggy demon descending upon the land
with an army of "hairy" minions, whom the priests described
as inconoclasts, rapists, plunderers, infidels, and cannibals.
They said that the horde following the Scalp Chief would
"fleece" the men and brand their women like cattle. That the
faces of the "roarers" with Kirker were unshaved and their
hair was long and unkept, that they wore tattered uniforms,
and had been bred on Protestant horror stories of Catholicism
as old as the Inquisition and as recent as the Alamo and Perote
castle come from almost every eye-witness account in either
English or Spanish.
Don Santiago rejoined Doniphan's train at the irrigation
canals of Carrizal Creek on February 18. Through Mexico his
Volunteer companions witnessed nothing to admire more than
the antics of "old man Kirker." Riding a la Comanche he was
a one man circus. They marvelled when he leaned from· his
steed racing at full speed and let his long hair sweep over the
ground rapidly, or performed some other skill of horsemanship. In another pastime he and "Squire" Collins demonstrated how quickly birds of a feather could flock together,
and how quickly brothers of the bottle could locate spirits of
Bacchus. When the army met a trader, this pair came by his
whiskey. Both touched the brew deeply. Collins was a grayhaired, red-faced little jug with a vigor and recklessness
that made him an accomplished hunter, trader, and fighter.
Quick in movements he was as daresome as the New Mexican
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master scalp hunter. Like other Plainsmen both prove.d quarrelsome when in the rye. A difficulty arose between them over
some trifling matter, and in the bandy of words Collins called
Kirker a coward. This could have been an allusion to don
Santiago's stock trade trick of striking Indian villages at
dawn. At least the degree of the great scalper's bravery seems
to have been a topic of general speculation. Some said that
it was only lukewarm; others held that he was absolutely
fearless. In any case,Collin's accusation could mean only a
fight to the death, but Doniphan heard of their fuss and prevented a duel. The Commander got them to agree to postpone
their meeting until after the approaching battle.
Don Santiago guided the army along the EI Paso del
Norte-Chihuahua City road which ran generally as it does
today. If he was not with Colonel Mitchell's van, he could be
found in the scouting company of Captain John W. Reid, M.
M. Parsons, or George Skillman. Kirker reached the princely
estate of don Estanislao Porras, an old friend, at Agua Nueva,
where this rancher allegedly" ran over 36,000 head of cattle
and sheep. Porras was one of the wealthiest cattle kings and
merchants in the State of Chihuahua and had been a patron
of the Old Apache Company also. More than once don Estanislao had hired Kirker's scalpers to chastise Apache raiders.
When an Apache band had killed his muleteers and robbed
his pack train of merchandise early in 1845, he had paid don
Santiago to track them to their lair deep in the Sierra Madre
Occidental. Kirker and his "barbers" had killed over 200
Apaches, then set out for the capital with nineteen live Indians, a number of rescued Mexicans, and 182 scalps, including one from the head of his Mexican guide killed in a fight.
Trias still owed the Scalp Chief for these "pelts" and the
captured Indians at the rate of fifty dollars each.
Doniphan sent don Santiago from Agua Nueva with sixteen patrolmen to reconnoiter the fine lakeside country seat
of the Governor at Encinillas, twenty leagues above Chihuahua City. For anybody except the Scalp Captain this would
have 'seemed like the Colonel was conspiring with Trias to
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get Kirker to stick his head into the lion's mouth. The Governor's villa set on the southwest margin of a north-south
lagoon twenty miles long. Doniphan's guide led the patrol
close enough to learn that General Pedro Garcia Conde had
quartered 700 cavalrymen and some artillery pieces within
the villa of the biggest estate in Chihuahua. Enshrined in
history, Encinillas was also famous for great horse and mule
droves and herds of black cattle until Indians no longer
threatened by Kirker's hunting had made away with most of
them.
Don Santiago and his partners re-entered Doniphan's
camp at Gallegos Spring late on February 24. The American
and Mexican armies began maneuvering for battle the next
day. Conde's scouts had learned the American position and
had communicated their information to Generals Heredia and
Trias at EI Sauz south of Encinillas. Kirker rode down the
valley formed by two sierras ahead of Doniphan's column in
battle order with Captain Reid and his Horse Guards early
on the twenty-fifth. A grass fire had spread from a blaze at a
tent the night before and was to detain him and Doniphan's
entire force in a day-long fight to suppress it. But when night
came Kirker and twenty-five Horse Guardsmen set out to spy
around the Governor's villa again as the regimentals staked
their animals and bedded down upon the black earth.
Pondering the eventuality of encountering sentinels postedon the two roads leading to Encinillas, the Scalp Captain cut
directly across the lagoon which was previously considered
impassable. After the horses bogged through three miles of
deep mud, don Santiago brought them out on the opposite side
of the lagoon. Seeing no sentry, the scouts dismounted and
advanced quietly. At intervals they heard the receding sound
of horses' hoofs pounding the earth. Then their ears picked
up waves of music flowing over the walls of Trias' villa.
Mounting again, they rode around the walls, but could not
see over them. Unable to get the information that Doniphan
wanted, or to find a Mexican outside to grab, they decided
on a typical "kirkeresque" caper.
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Without recorded confirmation, however, one can imagine
. don Santiago outlining a piece of scalp hunting strategy for
a charge, tightening his hat, spurring his horse, and then
flying through the gate into the center of the court yard with
a rousing yell. The old prankster had not stopped to ask if
the Governor was at home with his palace guard and an army
of dragoons. But if Kirker had broken in with his fire breathing warriors when he had been "chief of the Apache nation,"
he could not have thrown the revellers into more panic than
he did with his Missourians almost deigning to eat Mexicans.
He and A. Henderson handled the Spanish inquiries for their
party. They learned that Conde and 700 horsemen had withdrawn toward Sacramento less than a hour before. Seeing
that the Mexican soldiers had departed, they did not prolong
the dismay of several hundred people, for the Scalp Lord and
his partners relished liquor, music, dancing, and well peppered food too. The ranch administrator proved to be a sumptuous entertainer and was probably an old acquaintance of
the Lord of the Scalp Hunters. Kirker and the scouts lingered
as the night wore on. Finally taking quarters in the Governor's villa they stayed until day. Before leaving they cleaned
out Trias' cribs and larder of everything of food value, ran
down his poultry, and rounded up the few cattle which the
Apaches and Mexican soldiers had left. Returning to Doniphan's regiment, the Scalp Captain and the patrolmen found
it already on the march when they rejoined it.
How much firsthand information Kirker and his hunters
brought into the Missourian's camp· about the defenses that
the Mexicans had improvised at Sacramento is open to conjecture. However, one of his Delawares was familiar with the
fortifications, and possibly some of his Shawnees had seen the
outlays also. This Delaware sketched a sand picture of the
enemy position with a stick for Doniphan. On the assumption
that the Americans would follow the road right into their
trap, the Mexicans had placed their redoubts and artillery on
the eastern slope of a bowl-like valley in open view of the road
that ran along the western edge, according to the Indian. In
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the Delaware's opinion, the Americans might avoid the artillery fire by developing to their right, which was what Doniphan would have his men do.
As other scalp hunters, who followed Kirker in New Mexico and Chihuahua, -drifted into Doniphan's camp, it portended more evil for the enemy, although not one of them received pay for his services to the Sacramento Campaign. These
fellows performed one service after another for Doniphan,
and showed up as the real ears and eyes of the Expedition. It
cannot be said when Gabe Allen, John S. Spencer, Enoch
Barnes, Shawnee Jake and his Shawnees, and other members
of the Old Apache Company arrived. Barnes had almost lost
his life as an outgrowth of James Johnson's treacherous murder of Chief Juan Jose Compa and many of his Mimbre tribe
for their scalps on April 22, 1837, in the Sierra de las Animas
in present Hidalgo County, New Mexico. At intervals since he
had served in Kirker's Old Apache Company, Allen was jester
of Kirker's scalp hunting band and also became a well-known
westerner. After the army had made night camp at EI Sauz
on the day before the Battle of Sacramento, another prominent hair hunter also by the way of New Mexico suddenly appeared within sight of the vanguard as his horse slid down a
mountain side. He was as dark as a peon, donned a complete
Mexican outfit for disguise, and answered to the name of
James Hobbs. 15 Ending a fast ride northward from San Luis
Potosi, where General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna had confiscated his ten merchant wagons, their goods, and eighty
mules, he brought a letter from Magoffin now in jail in Durango. He drew it from one muzzle of his double barrel gun
for Doniphan and also handed him a paper sketch of the enemy position at Sacramento that he had made when he passed
by.
On a bright Sunday, the last day of February, 1847, the
scalp hunters moved up with the troops to engage the enemy.
Kirker rode in the van. His companions of the Missouri regiment still had orders to shoot him if he made a deceptive move.
15. Hobbs. op. cit., 118-130.
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Don Santiago's newly-arrived former hunter, Hobbs, hovered close to Doniphan. To authenticate his story, Hobbs
showed the Colonel a twenty-four pound gun and a dozen cannoneers on a certain hillside. Doniphan told him to pick
twenty-five of his old colleagues of the scalp camp out of the
regiment, come down behind the gun from the rear of the
peak, and capture it. All of this Hobbs would do.
Don Santiago felt as wary as a drunk Apache when he rode
into Sacramento Valley with Collin's insult still stinging him.
As he bade his chance to challenge the "squire," he turned
with the line which deflected to the right beyond the range of
the Mexican batteries, then cut sharply left or east with the
column. He and his companions crossed a creek and gained the
lower level of a rocky plateau, while the regimentals deployed behind him and their officers as Mexican cannon balls
whizzed overhead. If the Lord of the Scalp Hunters had a ruse
or a signal to help the enemy, time was running out for playing it. Although well-known on both sides of the Rio Grande
at this time, don Santiago had few true friends in either the
American or the Mexican camp. Now facing 4,224 16 Mexicans
entrenched on the brow of the hill, he gave men on both sides
a good view of his silver strands, worth a dollar or more each,
as well as a virtual dare to raise a blade for them. In the Mexican rank and file the Scalp Captain could envision a replay of
his life in the Mexican country. He knew that the enemy officers had reasons to loathe him with a single oath. Time and
again he and his "little army" had roamed the lands on both
sides of the Rio Grande and had brought in scores of ears and
green "pelts': where barrack lords and regular Mexican soldiers had shown their heels or lost their own hair. When
street mobs had gone wild over don Santiago, the military
clique had railed against him with jealousy and abhorred the
dependence of civilian governors upon him to rid the land of
its Indians. Those in the Mexican redoubts belonging to this
envy-filled circle included Generals Heredia commanding the
16. This is according to American sources. Mexican historians place the figure at
1,500 to 2,000.
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entire force, Pedro Garcia Conde leading the cavalry, and
Matias Conde commanding the artillery, plus Commandante
Vincente Sanchez, Colonels Cayetano J ustiniani and Francisco Padilla leading the infantry, and General Trias and
Colonel Mauricio Ugart"e with the Chihuahua Volunteers.
Justiniana had challenged a civilian Governor'to a duel in
opposing Kirker's $100,000 contract in 1839 to scalp Apaches
and Comanches. As Commandant General of Chihuahua,
Ugarte had reluctantly authorized Kirker's Galeana raid of
July 6, 1846, which produced 148 scalps. But none hated don
Santiago more than Trias. If anyone could have collected all
of the bounties that this Governor had placed on the head of
the alleged "King of New Mexico" it would have totalled
$19,000.
Doniphan kept Kirker near to himself as the Americans
moved up in two ranks and halted 400 yards from the enemy.
When several hundred Mexican cavalrymen came out and demanded that Doniphan surrender, don Santiago rode partly
around the American infantry column. Just as Doniphan told
his bugler to sound an attack, Mister Jim shouted to Collins:
"Let you and I see who can get into that Mexican battery
first !"17 Indicating cannons in the second redoubt firing upon
the Americans, Kirker shot spurs to his "scalp horse."
Saying nothing, the "Squire" jerked his cap down, waved
his sword, and buried his heels in the flanks of his horse. The
pair sped across no-man's land. Captain Reid, Joseph Marshall, Major Samuel Owens, and a fourth man saw them and
lunged forward too. "Old Jim" Kirker led the four right up
to the enemy line for a baptism of fire. Turning to the left, he
brought them past several more redoubts, drawing fire from
the entire enemy rifle corps. Boozed and extra daresome,
Owens fell from enemy fire dyipg within a rod of the Mexican
line. The rattle of enemy guns firing at the Scalp Captain prevented many Missourians from hearing Doniphan's command.
Seeing that Doniphan's line had not engaged the enemy with
him, don Santiago turned left again to rejoin the Volunteers.
17. Connelley (ed.). ap. cit., 418n.
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Adj utant James A. de Croucy had ridden down the line drunk
and shouting: "Halt!" This produced confusion in the American ranks. Kirker and his three surviving partners rejoined
the Volunteers as the advance finally started. He and they
came to the Mexican works again. Yelling like Indians, the
Missourians startled the enemy. After firing at don Santiago
on his first ride, the Mexicans did not have time to reload their
flintlocks before the attackers got among them. Kirker's initial dash "saved the lives of the Americans,"ls according to
Meredity T. Moore writing in 1906. Having completed his
assignment, Hobbs got into the second charge. A Mexican
flight became a stampede. Volunteers and scalp hunters killed
300 to 400 of the enemy. They sent soldiers and hundreds of
men, women, and children spectators perched on surrounding
peaks tumbling over one another along the road into ChihuahuaCity.
A courier rode into town shouting: "We are lost, defeated,
ruined !"19 Pandemonium and a flight of townsmen followed.
Mexican officials sailed through from Sacramento headed for
Hidalgo del Parral. Soon "the TERROR of the Chihuahuans"
would be upon the people with his hair dressers and the
"Texans, yankees, heretics, and pirates"20 following him. To
the people, this was the terrible moment; nothing remained to
hold back the old Celt and his mob of scalpers and Missourians. Some Chihuahuans still aver in our own time that the
"treason" of Kirker caused their disaster.
On the day after Sacramento don Santiago ma:de his tri- .
umphant entry when 150 horsemen rode into town. The merchant adventurers, brave fellows too, drove in on March 2,
found space, and opened shops on the busiest streets. When
the refugee citizens failed to buy them out, the future of the
scalp hunters became even more entangled with the fortunes
of the merchants. Following F;Pluribus Unum Old Glory appeared. Kirker's companions, resident Americans coming out
of hiding, and Yankee merchants at their doors welcomed
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid., 445.
20. Ibid.
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Doniphan's "buckskin regiment." With whiskers and hair
sweeping their shoulders, don Santiago and his companions
looked half savage to the few slick-faced Mexicans on hand to
behold them. Dingy and "uproarious," many were loaded with
battle booty and flashed expressions in their eyes like wild
mustangs. They got along "literally without horses, clothes,
or money, having nothing but arms and a disposition to use
them,"21 wrote Doniphan. Kirker's hair dressers had made
Chihuahua City the scalp capital of America, but they dissipatedall of the goodwill that they ever enjoyed in this one
triumphal return.
They camped with the Missourians either in the Bull Ring,
or in the square before the great cathedral.22 In the past, don
Santiago had organized his retainers in the Ring for some of
their most productive scalp hunts. Nothing in town drew
comment from the "roarers" like the remains of nearly 150
scalps which he had taken from the heads of Chief Reyes and
his people on July 6, 1846. They swung on the cathedral gate
and fence and on water fountains in the square only a few feet
from the tents of some of the Missouri boys.
Kirker and his scalp hunters rendered endless important
services to Doniphan during the occupation of the capital city.
They became increasingly indispensable as interpreters, messengers, and foragers, and above all to run down thieves,
guerrillas, and troublesome Indians. Hobbs and the Shawnees
delivered dispatches to Santa Fe, and Hobbs even claimed to
have made a trip to California and back for Doniphan. The
Colonel's guerrilla worries were just beginning. As Generals
21. Ibid.

22. Helpful sources on the scalpers during the American occupation of Chihuahua City
are: El RegistTo Oficial, abril 15 de 1847; Gonzalez Flores, Chihuahua de la independencia,
78f,' y uInvasion norte-americana," Boletin de la sociedad chihuahuense de estudio8 historicos, IV, m\m. 8 (enero de 1943), 306; Connelley (ed.), oc. cit., 106, 444-465; ~inart, Docu.
ments for the History of Chihuahua, II, 39ft'; Almada, "La comandancia general de provin.
cias internas," I, num. 2 (junio 3 de 1938), 41, y "Gobernadores. . . : XXII.-GraI. D.
Angel Trias, Sr.," III, nums. 10 y 11 (julio yagosto de 1941), 176f, en Boletin de la 80cie.
dad chihuahuense de estudios histonc08; Hohbs, op. cit., 131-141; ATkansae State Gazette,
May 22, 1847; El Faro, septiembre 18 de 1849; Wislizenus, op. cit., 48-62 ; Robinson, op. cit.,
77ft'; Edwards, op. cit., 122f; Bieber (ed.), Journal of a Soldier under Kearny and Doniphan,
353-362, Marching with the Army of the West, 271.278, and Adventure8 in the Santa Fe
Trade, 197f; Fulton (ed.), op. cit., 79, lOOf, 103ft'..
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Taylor and Scott employed Texan Rangers to beat the chap,.
arral for irregulars, Doniphan kept Kirker's hair hunters flying through thorny brush on the heels of molesters. Nothing
that moved could deal with this problem better than don Santiago's Delawares and Shawnees.
The Scalp Captain soon went on the prowl for the Governor who had advertised for his hair. He rode out of the city
with Captain Richard H. Weightman and seventy others on
the night of March 3 to check a report that Trias had set up a
government down at Parral. Kirker led them up the Conchos
Valley through some of his best scalp hunting country, where
Apaches raiding from the west and Comanches raiding to the.
east overlapped. He brought them back two days later. They
had Heredia's "Rigging," but nothing indicates where nor
how his party had gotten it. On the same day and thereafter
his retainers produced painful evidence of the new order injected into the local picture.
Allen and Hobbs had translated Doniphan's draconic legal
code to a large number of convicts released from the city jail.
Soon one of the culprits after another received stringent
doses of strap oil for theft. One expired at the foot of a tree
during his 400 lashes, and a second died two days later. In one
way or another Kirker's scalpers had a hand in these affairs.
When nine thieves stole horses from the artillery drove,
Doniphan put Hobbs with Kirker's Shawnee "blood hounds"
on their trail. They overtook them in a mountain valley, shot
one dead, recovered the horses, and brought the other eight
into town with their feet tied under the horses' stomachs.
Within an hour Shawnee Jake and his warriors had them
mounting a wagon at Doniphan's command. A driver cracked
his whip, his team lurched, and the wretches bumped about
in mid air. Chihuahuans saw dramatized one of their worst
fears of the New Mexican scalp hunters turned loose upon
them.
A poss~bility came again for Kirker to help Doniphan
when don Jose Felix Maceyra emerged as chief commissioner
in Chihuahua City during the absence of Trias. Maceyra had
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been one of the strongest members of the "pro-Kirker" faction
in Chihuahuan politics and supporter of the scalp buying .policies of the government. In May 1846, don Jose had secured
the adoption of a plan that made surprising an Indian village
at day break as rewarding for scalp hunters as striking a gold
mine, or more literally a silver mine for don Santiago had
received silver pesos for Indian and peon hair. However,
negotiations between the scalp hunters' two friends, Doniphan and Maceyra, broke down on March 20, because the Missouri merchants stood immovable against the refusal of Trias
to legalize the sale of American goods duty free throughout
the State. Caught in this impasse between the traders and the
Mexican authorities, Doniphan tried to extricate himself by
a process which determined the scalpers' future when he succumbed to the merchants' pressure. This came from the fact
that although Volunteers wanted to retrace their steps to Missouri the traders still had $200,000 worth of unsold goods and
admitted that they could not sell them within five years in
Chihuahua City. The merchants put so much heat on Doniphan and his scouts for them to escort their caravans to Durango and Zacatecas that the Colonel sent Collins with a
dozen or more men to bear an appeal to Wool for marching
orders either homeward or to fresh markets. While awaiting
an answer Doniphan's staff sent him with 600 men southward
against the exile government of Chihuahua on April 5.
Again the Commander enjoyed the sharp ears and eyes of
don Santiago and his hunters to pick up every piece of useful
intelligence afloat. At San Pablo they heard that the govern~
ment had fled to Guadalupe y Calvo in southwestern Chihua.hua and that 5,000 Mexican dragoons were coming to throw
the Americans out of Mexico. Doniphan retreated, prepared
the capital for defense, and waited for the big push. Hobbs
and Allen "went Mexican," spied on the phantom enemy army,
and learned that the rumor had no basis. They returned to
the capital convinced that the merchants had originated the
alarm to prevent the Volunteers and scalp hunters from leaving for the United States.
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On April 23, Collins came in with a message from Taylor
and Wool that settled the future of scalpers, homesick Volunteers, and peso-sick merchants. Doniphan read the significant
part to them gathered in a street: "MARCH FORTHWITH
TO SALTILLO."23 The Lord of the Scalp Hunters kept his
post as guide when the invaders departed on the twentyfifth. 24 Kirker led the train up the Conchos Valley, across Durango, and through Saltillo, Monterrey, and Matamoras to
Brazos de Santiago on the Texas coast. Allen and Hobbs took
jobs as scouts, interpreters, and foragers for the quartermaster. Kirker and his scalpers turned piloting the Missourians
and the calico caravan to the sea into one of the most spectacular parts of their history. Mexican resistance had degenerated'
into guerrilla attacks upon wagon trains and small troop
movements. Since Doniphan's soldiers and the trader caravan
scattered out more than when coming down to Sacramento,
Kirker's scalpers had to range widely. Running down Mexican
thieves and swinging them to tree limbs, rescuing Mexican
captives from Indian raiders, and nabbing or shooting guerrillas skulking in chaparrals constituted their routine work.
On June 4, eight of the Shawnees separated from the train at
Reynosa, and set out across Texas with Sgt. Ewing van Bibber
and thirty-five Volunteers, driving 700 head of regimental
horsestock. They delivered the animals to the Missouri counties of their owners for ten dollars each. Kirker and other
scalp hunters boarde9, ships at Brazos de Santiago and
reached New Orleans in mid June.
Word got around that real scalp hunters had arrived in
the Queen City with the Missourians. George Wilkins Kendall, an editor of the New Orleans Picayune, had revealed the'
almost legendary New Mexican mountainman to the world in
the early 'forties. The Picayune felt "happy to announce to
the citizens of New Orleans that Don Santiago Kirker, late a
colonel in the Mexican service and celebrated for his feats of
23.

Connelley (ed.), op. cit., 463.
24. Sources used for the march of the scalp hunters to the Gulf are: Connelley (ed.),
op. cit.• 467-492; Hobbs. op. cit., 143-166; Wislizenus. op. cit., 61-82; Fulton (ed.). op. cit.,
107-155; Robinson, op. cit., 81-91.
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daring against the Indians, but during the present war better
known as'a spy, interpreter, etc., of Colonel Doniphan's command of Missouri Volunteers, is now in this city. . . ." The
editors "had heard much of his exploits against the Indians of Mexico, with whom his name is a terror." Many citizens "had a strong curiosity to meet him." Though an Irishman with "over twenty years among the woods, mountains
and prairies of this continent, he retains the characteristic
features and traits of his countrymen. The last years of his
life have been full of adventures."25 Everywhere Kirker
created a stir, for he was the most colorful hero to return from
the Mexican War.
On June 26, don Santiago boarded the Clarksville for St.
Louis, intending to continue on to Santa Fe and to rejoin his
family in Chihuahua eventually, according to the Picayune. 26
He reached St. Louis on July 1, where both the Post and the
Weekly Reveille featured stories on him. The "unrivalled"
daguerreotypist, Thomas M. Easterly, and the "excellent"
engraver and engineer, Josiah E. Ware, produced his portrait
for the Post. This newspaper called attention to his early days
in St. Louis. The older citizens remembered when Kirker was
a "grocer," in 1821, at "north water, above Team Boat Ferry."
Some recalled that he had been one of Ashley's and Henry's
"enterprising young men," and that he had quit them after
the Arikaree fight, returned to St. Louis, and set out for Santa
Fe. The Post observed that his homecoming seemed like a
dream to those who had known him a quarter century earlier.
His Spanish accent, his service to the Mexican states and to
the United States, and marks upon his features and personality left by years of experiences all drew comment. The Post
described him as "free," "kind hearted," and "highly intelligent." 27
The Weekly Reveille noted his· "well-known" exploits
while in the pay of Chihuahua and New Mexico. "We regard
25. June 26, 1847.
26. June 26. 1847; Weekly Reveille (St. Louis. Mo.). July 5,1847.
27. Republican (Santa Fe. N.M.), October 24 and November 20, 1847; Reveille (St.
Louis, Mo.), July 3. 1847; information in the St. Louis Mercantile Library.
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him as one of the most interesting among the mountain men,"
it said. In its opinion, "If ever a man has un-frished himself,
as far as appearance goes, it is Don Santiago-otherwise Mister Jim!" The earlier picture of him, made "when King of
New Mexico," helps one to understand what the paper meant
by its remark: "He is as dark as night, and upon occasion can
look quite as threatening."28 Both the Post and the Reveille
reported that Kirker would leave for the mountains almost
immediately, but neither knew whether he would go in a
private or public capacity.
Accompanying troops of the Third Regiment of Missouri
Mounted Volunteers, he had reached New Mexico by the fall
of 1847.. When the great Apache and Comanche scalp hunt
resumed in 1849, the master scalper re-appeared as one of
the captains of the scalp "industry," as Mexican writers
called his profession. For whom did he "harvest pelts"? For
Governor don Angel Trias, of course! That is until he left for
California the next year leading a wagon train, where he died
in 1853.

28. July 6, 1847.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY IN NEW MEXICO, 1902-1903

Edited by William J. Parish
(Concluded)

The "Young Observer" In New Mexico *
His Visit to Roswell and Surrounding Ranches.
TRINIDAD, COLO., Oct. 1, 1902. Coming into Roswell from
the north the first sight which greets the eye and breaks the
level monotony of the plains of the upper Pecos is the North
Spring river.
At this time of year it is banked on either side by fruit
orchards, now stripped of their wealth of fruit, but still giving tokens of the harvest which is passed in the few remaining
apples which the pickers missed.
In the broad irrigated fields one sees long stacks of alfalfa
and shocks of corn, sorghum and kaffir (sic) corn. The first
impression one has on coming in from the plains of the north
Pecos is, that he is entering into some populous orchard and
farming district.
On every side are the
EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY AND THRIFT. From the well
painted houses to the finely cultivated fields· one sees on every
hand the evidences of an educated and prosperous people.
Here are gathered the cream of the East who have come
west either for health or wealth, some for both.
As you get nearer to the town fine residences are seen on
every side, surrounded by magnificent shade trees, which in
the heat of summer afford fine shade from the hot rays of a
tropical sun. Yet it is not so hot here in summer as one would
think and sunstroke is unknown. Where many towns are
bothered about their water supply
• (From Our Traveling Staff Correspondent) The American Shepherd's Bulletin,
vol. 7, no. 12, December, 1902.
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ROSWELL HAS NOTHING TO FEAR. The streams of this vicinity are known as the North Berrendo and the South Berrendo. These streams run from three to five miles north of
Roswell. The North Spring river runs through the town and
. the South Spring river runs four miles southeast. There is
also another river which runs through the town, called the
Rio Hondo (deep river). In addition to this abundant supply
there are a large number of artesian wells which greatly add
to the irrigated lands of the valley. More are being dug right
along, and it is fair to predict that irrigation is as yet only
in its infancy in the Pecos valley. The water from these artesian wells is very healthful as some of the wells contain sulphur and other minerals which are very beneficial to those
affected with stomach, liver or kidney troubles.
WEST OF ROSWELL lie the La Sierra Capitana [EI Capitan]
and the La Sierra Blanca [white] mountains which afford
some of the finest sheep ranges in southern New Mexico. They
make an especially fine winter range on account of the snows
which furnish abundant water for the sheep that graze there
during the winter.
One of the largest outfits which range between Roswell
and the Capitana mountains is the A. D. Garrett CO.1 They
do not keep any stock sheep, but run wethers entirely for
mutton and wool. Wool is their main object and their sheep
shear on an average eight pounds to the head.
Contrary to this idea are the herds of A. J. Knollin,2 which
are run by Fitz Brink [Brinck].3 This outfit is made up of
Shropshire grades. Their ewes average a little over four
pounds of wool to the head.
1. President of the Roswell Wool and Hide Company. See R. E. Twitchell, The Leading
Fact8 of New Mexican History, Vol. 3, The Torch Press, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1917, p. 152,
for biographical sketch.
2. A. J. KnoJlin's principal residence was in Kansas City. He was rather influential
in the National Woo)growers' Association. He purchased the Bonney ranch on the Rio
Hondo in Chaves County (Monthly Bulletin of the National Wool GTowers' A880ciation Of
the United States, vol. 3, no. 4, Apr. 1898, p. 248; The American Shepherd'8 Bulletin,
voL 8, no. 2, Feb. 1903, p. 251, microfilm, U. N. M. Library). See note 3 below.
3. Fritz Brinck rose from foreman to partner in Knollin and Swift who were large
sheep raisers in Texas before expanding to New Mexico. See biographical sketch in Charles
F. Coan, A HistoTlJ of New Mexico, Vol. III, New York, 1925, p. 477.
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THE REDEEMING FEATURE of these bands of sheep run by
Mr. Brink [sic] is the fine lot of feeding lambs which they
annually produced. Mr. Brink (sic) informed the writer that
next year he intended to cross back to Merinos again, as the
ewes were getting to be too light shearers, and a quarter of
a dollar difference in the price. Fritz Brink (sic) runs his
sheep on the Pecos, north of Roswell, at this time of the year.
On account of the low price of lambs in New Mexico, they will
ship their lambs to Nickerson, Kan., where their feeding lots
are located and feed them out there. They will have something over 10,000 to feed there, which were taken from
Roswell.
In the small space allotted me it would be impossible to
mention all of the
BREEDERS who make Roswell their headquarters, but I will
give the names of a few whom I met there during my stay in
the city: J. M. and H. M. Miller,4 Jaffa & Prager,5 A. T. Gunter, D. Keyes, C. C. Martin,6 Mason & Smith, Turk & Co., M.
F. Lovelace, Fritz Brink (sic), Rep. A. J. Knollin, W. H.
Long, A. D. Garret Co., I. Gronsky, A. Ingham,7 Chas. Kling,
W. H. Hittson, R. MichaelIs, J.·O. Cameron & Davis, Jas. Devine, J. Garrod, Williamson & Turner, Roswell Wool, Hide &
Pelt Co., etc.
WILLIAMSON & TURNER or the Roswell Livestock Com. Co.,
are among the foremost and most progressive firms handling
sheep ranches, sheep, and forest reserve and other kind of
land script [scrip]. They handle this script, which is fully
guaranteed, in lots of 40 to 40,000 acres, to suit the needs
of the purchaser. They also have the New Mexico and Arizona
script which can be used only in these two territories. The
value of this script is this: if a ranchman has a water hole

5-6.

4. James M. and Huron M. For biographical sketch see ibid.• PP.
5. Nathan Jaffa and Wm. S. Prager. For biographical material see Twitchell, op cit,
VoL 5, pp. 123-124 and 238-239.
6. For biographical material see E. A. Davis, Editor, Historical Encylopedia of New
Mexico, Vol. 2, New Mexico Historical Association, p. 1118.
7. Arthur E. Ingham had ranch 60 miles north of Roswell. For biographical material
see Coan, op. cit., Vol. III, pp. 186-187.
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or creek bed or piece of land which is necessary to his ranch
and range he can just buy what script he needs at from $3.50
to $6 an acre, and' place it upon this land which he needs.
Thus a man who has used his homestead right and desert
claim right can still obtain land at a reasonable cost. This
method has become quite popular in the West in the last five
years.
In this connection it might be well to mention a recent
deal in range bred stuff carried on by Williamson & Turner,
ably assisted by
MR. W. T. WHITE, also of the firm of Williamson & Turner.
For 18 years Mr. White has been identified with the sheep
interests of Texas and New Mexico. He is the man of the firm
who handles the sheep part, locating and furnishing feeding
stock to feeders. His long experience on the range and ranches
of New Mexico makes him thoroughly capable of handling
this side of the business with great success.
While we are mentioning the business firms connected
with the sheep industry, it is well worth our while to say
something of the extensive operations of the
ROSWELL WOOL, HIDE & PELT CO. conducted by Hill & Hurd.
For over a quarter of a century, in fact almost half a century,
Mr. Hill, of this firm, has been intimately associated with
the sheep and wool industry of Texas and New Mexico. This
year they were kno:wn as the firm who were handling the bulk
of the wool from southwestern New Mexico, and also as the
firm who paid the highest price for wool and dealt in a very
liberal manner with one and all of their customers. Their
motto is, "Live and let live."
They have always been identified with the best sheep interests of this part of the territory. They, as a firm, and as
individuals, have always advocated the best and most improved methods of running sheep and producing wool. Just
this last year they went to great expense- and trouble to ship
from Ohio two very fine Delaine bucks which are now on two
of the representative ranches of the territory.
When it comes to the
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DIPPING OF SHEEP, they are in the forefront of advancement and carry a large number of brands of sheep dip so that
the ranch owners can have their choice of dips and experiment till they find a suitable one.
Their latest move is the advocating of
FLEECE TYING OF WOOL. They will be heard from later in
our columns on this subject, telling why the western ranch
owners should tie their fleeces.
Mr. Hurd, formerly of Boston, has been a member of the
firm for about a year. Before that time he was having some
practical experience on a ranch of his own a short distance
from town. Mr. Hurd, like Mr. Hill, is a very kind and obliging man, and is always ready to give one a good time while in
their city.
Besides their downtown wool office, they have
A LARGE WAREHOUSE down by the railroad track, through
which passes the bulk of all of the wool, mohair, hides and
pelts which come into Roswell. In addition to their large wool
trade this year they will handle something over 20,000 pounds
of mohair grown in the Capitana [Capitan] mountains, west
of the city.
Although the sheep and wool interest is a large one, there
are other interests which demand our attention in speaking
of this part of the Pecos valley.
During the last year there have been many large cow outfits turned in on the salt grass and· gramma grass ranges
around Roswell, but thus far, all is peace between the cattle
and sheep men of this vicinity.
ANOTHER PROMINENT INTEREST is the production of fruit,
slightly mentioned in the early part of this article. Last year
Roswell apples took the gold medal over all other apples of
the United States for size, beauty and flavor at the Pan-American at Buffalo. This year a special car was fitted up, showing
the products of the valley, and especially the fruit. While this
car was in Chicago it required at times the assistance of three
policemen to keep the street clear in front of this exhibit car.
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This year the largest grower was offered $65,000 for his apples on the trees, but refused and shipped them himself.
Returning to the sheep interests and industry it might be
well to speak of the wonderful facilities for the raising of
early lambs which this valley with its broad fields of alfalfa
and mild climate affords. Here the natural salt grass pastures
are nearly always green in March, and the climate is. mild and
sunshiny. This branch of the industry has been tried with
good success already, and
ALL THAT IS NEEDED is men with means and knowledge of
the business to take hold of it. Taking the city of Roswell and
the surrounding country it is safe to say that it is still in its
infancy and not many years will pass over our heads till the
industries which are now seemingly insignificant will have
grown to gigantic proportions.
All that is needed is men with capital, who are not afraid
to invest it, and another railroad to make competition and
thus lessen the now high freight rates, This day is not far off,
for even now there are two roads which have surveyed lines
through the city, and another year may see the citizens of this
southern metropolis realize the idol of their dreams. But good
times all end and so did my visit to Roswell and the surrounding ranches. Bidding the j oIly landlord of the Shelby hotel
goodbye and wishing him success both in his hotel and in running his sheep, I left the ranchmen's headquarters at the
Shelby, and was soon whirling across the stake[d] plains on
my way home to Trinidad.

The "Young Observer" In the Pecos Valley *
Existing Conditions and Future Possibilities for Stockmen
in That Region.
CARLSBAD, N; M., March 12, 1903. In a former issue our
readers were introduced to the upper Pecos valley and inci• (From our Traveling Staff Correspondent)
vol. 8, no. 3, March. 1903.
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dentally to the city of Roswell. There is no doubt but that the
Pecos valley has one of the largest and best irrigation systems in the United States. The Pecos river, from which most
of the water for irrigation is obtained, rises near Las Vegas,
N. M., and drains a scope of. country 75 miles wide by 200
miles in length above the city of Carlsbad, N. M., and the
Pecos Irrigation Company's dams. Before going more deeply
into the subject of irrigation it might be well to take a glance
at the
EARLY HISTORY OF THE PECOS VALLEY. The history of the
valley begins with the Spanish occupation. The great Spaniard, Coronado, crossed the valley twice on his marches across
the Southwest. This happened as far back as 1541, and 40
years later Espejo entered the valley, marching southeast
through its entire length. Of course, at the time he found
the valley and the surrounding plains covered with immense
herds of buffalo fatt~ning on the rich grasses, native to the
valley. To-day the buffalo are replaced by herds of well-bred
cattle and sheep, on the plains, and in the valley we find well
watered, prosperous looking farms. From the time of Espejo
down, the valley has been the path of many a conquering
Spanish hero, or more gentle Jesuit missionary. At first the
natural grasses were utilized only for grazing purposes. The
valley was especially favored with peace during the Mexican
war. The Confederate invasion to Santa Fe barely touched
the northern part and even the bloody Indian wars did not
very greatly disturb the peace and prosperity of the sixties
and seventies.
Although we have passed over the early history at a hasty
glance, we will not so treat the history of
THE LAST FEW YEARS. Fifteen years ago the valley was
just considered a fine grazing place, and in the spring as a
good lambing ground. Sheep were trailed from all parts of
southern New Mexico and Texas to the Pecos valley to lamb,
then driven back over the plains. But now everything is
changed. Where the buffalo ranged undisturj;>ed,there now
range well-bred sheep, cattle and goats. Where the early
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sheep man lambed his herd of unimproved Mexican ewes,
to-day crops of kaffir corn, milo maize' and alfalfa thrive.
Where 20 years ago the beautiful Pecos river ran on undisturbed, to-day we see massive stone dams obstructing its
heretofore conquering march. Now the mighty Pecos is harnessed and made to serve man's wishes. Six miles above the
city of Carlsbad was placed what is known to the inhabitants
of the valley as the six-mile-dam, thereby creating two large
reservoirs with a capacity of 90,000 acre feet, or in other
words, enough water to cover 90,000 acres to the depth of 12
inches. The reservoir located the farthest south was named
Lake Avalon. From this beautiful expanse of water starts
the la,rge irrigation canal, 45 feet wide on the bottom and
carrying five feet of water in depth. About two and a half
miles above Carlsbad this canal is divided and one branch is
carried to the west bank through a magnificent concrete
flume.
THE AQUEDUCT COMPLETE. This aqueduct, to carry the water for irrigation across the Pecos, is now complete. It was
built by the Pecos Irrigation [and Investment] Company 1 to
replace the large wooden flume which had been used for the
last 10 years. The new flume, which is made entirely of concrete and is the largest and only thing of its kind in the world,
cost $45,000, and has a capacity of 1,500 cubic feet of water
per second, the capacity of the old structure being 350 cubic
feet per second.
To fully appreciate this wonder of modern architecture
and engineering skill one must see it; but a few figures and
statements may give our readers an idea of its magnitude.
The length of the flume is 432 feet, approaches at each end
extending into the banks 30 feet, making the total length 492
feet. The height from the river bed to the arch is 25 feet, to
the top of the side of the wall 47 feet. There are four arches,
100 by 25 feet in the clear, five-feet thick, three piers, 8by 25
feet base and 29 feet high. There are four approach walls, 30
1. Organized in 1889. See Frank D. Reeve, History of New Mexico, Vol. II, Lewis
Historical Publishing Company, New York, pp. 246-247.
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by 5 feet, 29 feet high, two at each end. The floor above the
arches is four feet thick, The cross section of the concrete
trough is 20 by 18 feet in the clear with side walls 21;2 feet
thick and 18 feet high. The only material other than concrete
used in the structure is 15,000 lineal feet of railroad rails
bedded every four feet in the floor and sides of the trough and
tied across the top to carry the stress of the floor and hold the
sides rigid. It was designed and constructed by Thomas T.
Johnson, C. E., of Chicago, who also designed and constructed
the Bear Trap dam in the Chicago drainage canal. But you
may ask,
"WHY ALL THIS EXPENDITURE 1" There are many things
which are to be considered in the answering of this question.
First of all we must ascertain the nature of the soil and climate and see what kind of crops and fruits do well before
making such an expenditure. All this has been done to the entire satisfaction, not only of those intimately interested, but
to the satisfaction of every person who visits the valley and
sees the rich harvests which she annually produces. Now,
after having satisfied ourselves as to the water supply, the
next thing to consider is the climate. The climate is the boast
of Eddy county, the envy of California and Florida, and the
salvation of many precious lives which would otherwise be
lost in the rigorous climates of the northern and central
states. From its latitude, one might think it an intolerable
place in summer, but on account of an elevation of about
3,000 feet, we find a summer climate which has
DELIGHTFULLY WARM DAYS AND COOL NIGHTS. In the winter its clear skies and warm sun moderates the climate so that
there are very few times when it is at all,uncomfortable out
of doors. Plowing and all out of door farm work can therefore
be carried on without interruption almost every day in the
year. For a person troubled with tuberculosis in any of its
forms or bronchial trouble, the Pecos valley recommends
itself strongly. It will not raise a man from the dead, but if
he comes here in time his chances of recovery are very good,
as can be testified by multitudes who flee here to escape the
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winters of the northern states. The next question which presents itself to the practical farmer and stockraiser, is: What
can I raise on the land under irrigation and what does it cost
to raise it? All
CROPS suited to the temperate zone which can sustain an
arid atmosphere can be raised in Eddy county under the
Pecos Irrigation Company's system of canals. But this being
primarily a stockraising country, the staples are alfalfa,
kaffir [sic] corn, milo maize and sorghum. Alfalfa, which is
the best fodder crop in the world, does especially well here.
In the Pecos valley it can be cut at least four times and the
average cutting is a ton to the acre. If this alfalfa, which is
some like clover, is properly cared for and not too heavily
pastured, it practically lasts forever when once well seeded
down. The best time to sow alfalfa in the valley' is from August 20 to October 10. It is slow to start and in this climate
the ro'ot keeps on growing all winter. Therefore if it is planted
late in the fall it gets ahead of the weeds in the spring, otherwise the weeds might choke it out. The average price of alfalfa in the valley is from $7 to $12 a ton, so it can be readily
seen that raised as a crop to sell it is profitable, but asa crop
to keep and feed out to stock, it is even more profitable. Regarding its lasting qualities, it will only be necessary to note
one case, that of General R. S. Benson & Sons, of Florence,
N. M., who have an alfalfa field 10 years old which they pasture with cattle and hogs and mow only for the purpose of
keeping the weeds down. Under this treatment the field has
not only held its own but increased its growth right along.
All lands are not suited to alfalfa, as alfalfa requires a
very deep soil, as it is the deepest rooted crop known to agriculturists. Owing to the dry atmosphere Indian corn is not a
success, as it takes rain to fertilize the tassels and thus make
the ear. Right here kaffir [sic] corn and milo maize take the
place of Indian corn. Either of these corns produce on an average 50 bushels of shelled corn per acre and three to five tons
of excellent fodder. There is one peculiarity, however, of the
kaffir [sic] corn, which should be noted here, and it is this:
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when the stock is standing with a ripened head or ear, the
leaves and stock are all green, thus making it possible to produce at the same time a fully ripened grain and a blue green
fodder. The ordinary price for grain at harvesting time is
$13 to $15 a ton, sacked and delivered, leaving the fodder
shocked in the field at a cost all round not to exceed $7.50 an
acre; including rent of the land and water. This is a cash cost
where the land is rented and all work hired at the regular
prices. Before going further into this discussion it might be
well to receive the testimony of a man who has tried it.
CARLSBAD, N. M.,

Sept. 1, 1902.

Dear Sir :-My experience in this vicinity has been a's follows:
I have lived near Carlsbad for 10 years, working at first for wages.
I lost my savings in an unfortunate venture, and five years ago began
farming, rented land with a partner, my only capital being a team
and wagon. We have farmed 300 acres annually, chiefly in kaffir corn
and milo maize. The yield has been from one to one and half tons per
acre in the head, and it has sold at from $9 to $12 per ton, delivered,
in the head. I rented an extra good 25 acres of alfalfa. It has cut from
one to one and a half tons each cutting, four cuttings to the season.
I pastured very little; not to exceed 30 days, and take everything off
before January 1. I do not pasture in the spring. I figure kaffir corn
costs me to raise as follows: planting, per acre, $2; two irrigations,
50 cents; one cultivation, 20 cents; heading, $1.25; corn being piled
in the field, cutting and shocking stalks, $1.50. An ordinary crop
should make four tons of fodder per acre, and sells at $4 to $6 per
ton, shocked in the field. My share of the proceeds of these three years
farming has enabled me to pay $950 on the place I now occupy, while
I own, free and clear, seven head of horses, a cow, hogs, poultry and
all farming implements necessary to work constantly two heavy threehorse teams, and I have money to carry me through another season.
Respectfully yours,
D. S. Horton.
P. S. Since the above was written I have purchased another 40-acre
tract.

Of course where a man did part of the work himself or
owned the land, the cost per acre of raising and preparing for
market would be greatly lessened. Winter wheat yields from
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20 to 30 bushels per acre, and rye, oats and barley in proportion. Just lately cotton has been introduced with good results.
Coming down to vegetables, we find that nearly every vegetable known to the temperate zone thrives well here and
brings a good price. Referring to small fruits and berries, it
might be interesting to quote a few prices for the above:
berries, 20 to 30 cents a quart.
Onions, peppers, tomatoes, turnips, melons, squash, asparagus and celery are peculiarly adapted to the soil and climate. Melons of all descriptions reach perfection here. The.
cantaloupe are pronounced by experts to be equal if not better
than the Rocky Ford melons and 'earlier, thus commanding a
higher price in market. Mr. H. Woods, of 127 South Water
street, Chicago, Ill., the well-known cantaloupe commission
man, is handling the product of the valley and will testify at
any time as to their excellence and salability. Sweet potatoes
produce abundantly and net from $50 to $75 an acre profit.
Tomatoes bear the whole season through and the highest sales
on a quarter of an acre is $150 worth by Mr. Willis Caldwell,
of Malaga, N. M. In the production of fruits the Pecos valley
rivals the world in flavor, size and quality: The vicinity of
Carlsbad is especially adapted to the raising of peaches,
plums, and apricots. The following statement rendered by
one of the leading peach growers of Carlsbad will explain
itself:
STATEMENT OF RIO PECOS PEACH ORCHARD.

Crop of 1902.
Harvested 637 trees or 4.71 acres recd
Expenses of labor, boxes, paper and hauling
Net receipts
Gross receipts per acre, 135 trees per acre
Expense per acre
Net profit per acre
(Four mile haul to railroad.)

_ $2,070.18
_
700.21
$1,369.97
439.53
148.67
$ 290.86
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This little statement furnished me by the grower speaks
louder than any words of mine possibly can as to the profit of
fruit raising in the Pecos valley. In the breeding and raising
of stock, the mild climate of the Pecos valley and its freedom
from disastrous northern blizzards, which are the terror of
the stockmen of Nebraska, Kansas and northwestern Texas,
make this the Mecca for the cow man as well as the sheep
breeder.
SHEEP AND CATTLE. The far-sighted cattle and sheep
breeders are changing from the old method of making the
range alone support their herds of cattle and sheep and are
.buying irrigated farms on which they raise the feed to winter
their bred stock as well as the poor stock, thus saving the
enormous loss which they have heretofore sustained when
they depended on the range alone, not to say anything of the
humanity of the new arrangements. To the farmer from the
central and northern states who feeds his stock from 90 to
120 days at least, it seems strange that a sheep or cow can
be wintered here absolutely without shelter and on at least
half the feed it takes with him. There one-third of the feed
goes to keep the animal warm while here half keeps it warm
and fat, too. Not until the farmer has tried both places will
he be fully convinced of
THE GREAT SAVING of feed, labor and expense of wintering
stock here over the cost in the north and' central states, such
as Ohio, Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin. Although the feeding and raising of cattle are probably just as profitable as the
breeding and feeding of sheep, yet I think that our readers
will be more interested in hearing how they breed, raise and
feed sheep in the Pecos valley around Carlsbad. General Benson and Mr. O. S. Osborne have both practically demonstrated
that steers can be profitably fed on kaffir [sic] corn and milo
maize. Mr. Osborne is feeding a large number just outside the
city of Carlsbad, and also running a large bunch of hogs with
them. Cattle and hogs are both doing well and he will undoubtedly realize a handsome profit on this year's feedIng, as
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he has done in other years, perhaps more on account of the
high price of hogs and pork as well as steers and beef.
Taking the south road from Carlsbad and following the
canal down some three miles, we come to the Vineyard stock
farm, owned and controlled by Mr. George Webster, Jr. Here
Mr. Webster has a fine, large ranch and is practically demonstrating that lambs can be fed at a profit and easier than on
the Arkansas valley in Colorado. By practical experience and
comparison, he has found out that it takes just one-third
less grain to produce the same results as are produced in the
Arkansas valley. From the following our readers can gain
some idea of his
METHOD OF FEEDING AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS of the
same:
VINEYARD STOCK FARM
CARLSBAD, N. M., Aug. 30, 1901.
Dear Sir :-In reply to your recent request for some details about
the lamb-feeding experiment conducted at this farm last winter, I will
state that on November 15, last, we placed in open feed lots on the Vineyard Stock farm about 3,700 head of lambs; 1,600 of these were Shropshire crosses on New Mexican ewes, the balance were Merino grades.
All were bred and raised on the range about this valley. The lambs
were dipped thoroughly before entering the feed lots. They were at once
started on rations of milo maize with a little bran in it, and all the
alfalfa hay they could eat. Plenty of salt and clean water were always
before them. The water was pumped by windmills a depth of 125 feet,
and was of good quality. The usual Fort Collins method of feeding was
practiced-a feed of corn early in the morning and another each evening, always at the same hour. Alfalfa hay was kept before them at all
times, but they were made to clean it up well. Milo maize was employed
in preference to kaffir corn, for the rea~on that it is much softer and
has a larger kernel, which renders it more easily masticated and digestible. I consider, too, that it has a relatively higher nutritive value
than kaffir corn and in this valley it is less disturbed by birds during
ripening than the more erect kaffir, while the yield is quite equal to
, either of the other varieties mentioned. These lambs took readily to
feed, and as our winters here are always mild and open, no snows or
high winds occurring at any time, the progress was almost phenomenal.
Our lambs were easily worked up to full feed and held at about one
and a half pounds of corn per day until finished. During the entire
feeding period.
.
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OUR TOTAL LOSS from all causes amounted to 18 head out of 3,700.
We experienced no loss from indigestion, a very interesting point, as
the exclusive feeding of milo maize was wholly experimental. On February 15, just 90 days after being placed on feed, they were consigned to
Kansas City, where they arrived without loss or inconvenience and
with a shrinkage of not fully three pounds per head, despite the haul
of 900 miles. These lambs sold well and weighed over 80 pounds in
Kansas City. A week later we consigned over 1,000 Shropshire crosses,
which had been sheared and dipped 10 days previously. This lot reached
market in fine condition and weighed 86 pounds, average in Kansas City.
They topped all markets for this year on shorn lambs, selling within 10
cents of the highest price paid for the best Colorado wooled lambs. We
obtained an average of five pounds of wool from each lamb in addition.
The balance of our lambs followed rapidly, and we shipped our entire
flock within 115 days and succeeded in "topping" the market on this
occasion with them. The killing test at Kansas City ranged as high as
54 per cent and the flesh was pronounced fully equal to the finest Indian
corn fed lamb. In conclusion, our operations were profitable and satisfactory. ,We believe that we have established here in the Pecos valley
an exceedingly profitable industry and one which should easily place
this section, with its numerous climatic and other advantages, in the
foremost rank of lamb-feeding sections. The fact that there are thousands of well-graded and thoroughly acclimated lambs on the ranges
all about us which can be purchased, delivered at our yards, at reasonable prices, the absence of nearly all disease, the mild, dry and magnificent winter climate, the entire absence of crop failures under our irrigation system and the uniformly large yields per acre of hay and corn,
offer, in our opinion, a proposition for the feeder which cannot be easily
excelled anywhere in this country. Trusting that the above will cover
the information desired, and awaiting your further pleasure, I am,

Yours very truly,
George H. Webster, Jr.

Going a little farther into
THE SHEEP QUESTION it might be well to state that the rate
on double deck loads of lambs is $.40 per cwt. to Kansas City,
which is not exorbitant when you consider the long haul. Mr.
Webster is this year feeding 9,000 lambs. Most of these are
fed at Hagerman, a small station south of Roswell, N. M. In
a conversation with us he stated that from what knowledge
he could gain, there was no place in the United States where
feeding could be carried on so cheaply and with so great a
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chance of profit as in the Pecos valley. No matter whether
the corn belt fails or the Arkansas valley hay crop, there is
always hay and milo maize and kaffir corn in plenty here.
"It is my wish," said Mr. Webster, "that more feeders come
into the valley for there is certainly room for more. It is also
my wish that the breeders of this section would breed a good
grade of Shropshire, for they certainly make the best feeders
known." Speaking further, he said: "I first made it a practice to give $.25 a head more for good grade Shropshire lambs
and this last year I gave as high as $.50a head more for some
because of their early maturity and greater adaptability to the
feed lot."
"I also find," said he, "that the buyers in the market prefer the blackface lamb to all other breeds, which makes another strong reason why I pay more for blackface lambs."
Mr. Webster plants each year 1,200 acres of crops and is each
year extending his operations. It might be interesting at this
point to let our readers see some of the results obtained in
the market with his lambs.
LIVESTOCK REPORT, MARCH 14 1901,
BY A WELL-KNOWN CHICAGO HOUSE.
"Our sale to-day of the George H. Webster shorn lambs, fed at
Carlsbad, N. M., was the first clipped stock of the season, and we obtained the highest price paid at the market thus far for the straight
lot."

Again, by the same house:
"Our Kansas City house sold yesterday for George H. Webster,
235 clipped lambs averaging 86 pounds at $5 per cwt., which is
the highest price paid for shorn lambs on the market this year.
They were fed on kaffir corn and alfalfa. This price is equal to
$5.45 in the fleece."

Mr. Webster has since topped the market two successive
times and hopes to do so again in the near future with his
February 21 shipments. I might go on and extend my account
of large feeding and ranching operations in the Pecos valley
to a far greater length. It is not necessary, however, to do this
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with the farmer or stockman of average intelligence, for he,
like the man from Missouri, only has to be shown to believe.
Before leaving the valley it might be well to acquaint our
readers a little more intimately with the
CITY OF CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO. Why was the name of
Eddy changed to Carlsbad as it now stands? About two and
one-half miles north of Carlsbad is a spring which is noted
all over the West for the great medicinal properties of its
waters in cases of stomach trouble, constipation or liver
troubles. This spring spouts forth 5,500 gallons a minute of
clear sparkling water, which upon analysis was found to be
almost exactly like, in mineral properties, the waters of
the famous Freidrichshall springs of Germany, where the
invalids of the Old and New World go for health. This spring
being so near like that famous spring near Carlsbad, it was
decided to call the city Carlsbad instead of Eddy, as it was
known by the old inhabitants. No one who comes to Carlsbad
in the summer time can help but call it beautiful, with its long
rows of tall cottonwoods, its shady drives, and its green
lawns. Although not so large as her sister up the Pecos, yet
she is a thriving little city of 1,200 to 1,500 inhabitants and
rapidly on the increase. Taking the town as a whole, it has 30
miles of large, handsome shade trees. To make this stretch of
handsome drives and parks, it has taken an immense amount
of labor and 10,000 trees, mostly cottonwoods, which were
chosen on account of their quick growth and thick foliage
which affords better shade than any other varieties of trees.
The town has two substantial banking firms besides a number of large general merchandise and grocery firms. As a
place to stop in, It has a large 50-room hotel recently purchased by the Schlitz Brewing Co., of Milwaukee, who renamed it Hotel Schlitz and placed Mr. Hutchinson in as proprietor. Besides this there are a number of boarding and
rooming houses and short-order restaurants. With all these
places of public accommodation they are all crowded to their
utmost capacity and rooming houses and houses to rent are in
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great demand and unobtainable. Then, again, I hear the question, How much money does it require
TO GET A START in this beautiful country? My answer is
this, The business and real estate firms have informed me
that it is useless to start here with less than $1,000 to $2,000.
The Dallas "News" prints an interesting item which will well
illustrate and strengthen the point I wish to bring out. In
1891, Mr. Sharp, formerly of Michigan and Nebraska, came
to Carlsbad, before the railroad had reached the city of Carlsbad. In the part of the town known as La Huerta, he purchased 15 acres. He then went home and sold his share of the
old homestead and brought back the $1,000 which he thus
obtained to make improvements with. That is all he put ~n
directly. "To-day," said Mr. Sharp, "my wife and I are the
owners of 37 acres, 25 of which are in orchards. The land
is all paid for and in bearing, and the market in Pecos valley
alone takes all that it produces. The land is divided into 20
acres of peach trees, early and late, about five in apples, pears,
prunes, nectarines, cherries, quinces, etc. To-day the place is
out of debt and in excellent condition. I have had only one
partial peach failure since the trees began bearing and I consider my little fruit farm worth to-day $30,000. The question
is, did it pay and where could I have invested that $1,000,
and my muscle and brains to a better advantage?" Farmers,
ranchmen, gardeners and fruitmen are not the only ones who
may find pleasure and a profitable investment in the Pecos
valley. There are excellent
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVESTMENTS which go hand in hand
with the products of the valley. The Pecos river affords a
great amount of power-the plains on either side furnish
pasture for large bands of sheep which annually produce a
million and over pounds of wool. Why not establish woolen
mills along with the scouring mill now run by Mr. J. F.
Matheson. Ten years ago such an idea would have been
laughed at, but to-day it has been proven not only practicable
but profitable. Take, for example, the woolen mills of Pendleton, Ore., the Sunflower plants mills, of Topeka, Kan., the
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Rio Grande Woolen Mills Co., of Albuquerque, N. M.,2 why
cannot the Pecos valley have a woolen mill and thus make a
home market for some of its wool and bring to the town and
valley even greater prosperity than it is now seeing? Such
a mill as has been established at Albuquerque, N. M., with
a thousand-yard capacity and using 100 to 150 hands, only
takes $100,000 to put in operation. Even now there are rumors of a projected mill by Las Vegas (N. M.) men. Thus the
infinite possibilities of this beautiful and fruitful valley
stretch out before us. Could we look ahead 10 years from now
we no doubt would see the valley thickly settled with a contented and prosperous people and dotted here and there with
rich and thriving cities.

The Pecos Valley in June*
The Sheep and Wool Season-The Question of
Freight Rates-Lambs Doing Finely.
The month of June in the far-famed Pecos valley is a time
when the traveler sees on every hand magnificent fields of
alfalfa ready for the mower or already cut and stacked and
growing for the second cutting. Lower down in the valley he
sees large fields of cotton just beginning to show up green
and luxuriant, also many acres of kaffir corn, milo maize, and
other farm products in abundance. Hanging from the trees
are the large, luscious Elberta peaches of which the valley is
so justly proud. Many of the trees were so laden with fruit
that half or two-thirds had to be picked off in order to save
the limbs from breaking down.
Already these peaches are ripening (June 20), and by the
time .this is published, they will be picked and marketed in
New Mexico and Colorado, and the later peaches will be coming on. Those owning orchards already report orders for
2. For full description of this Albuquerque enterprise see Wm. J. Parish, The Charles
Ilfeld Company: A Study of the Rise and Decline of Mercantile Capitalism in New Mexico,
Harvard University Press, 1961, p. 330.
* (From' Our Traveling Staff Correspondent) The American Shepherd's Bulletin,
vol. 8, no. 7, July, 1903. This no. 7 was annotated by F. D. R.
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more than they can supply, mostly from Colorado, Texas and
New Mexico towns.
THE RECENT RAINS around Roswell and Carlsbad, extending from Pecos city to Amarillo, have made the hearts of the
sheep and cow men glad. Shearing is finished around Carlsbad by June 5 and the wool is all in by June 10.
Around Carlsbad, Eddy county, the sheep men shear twice
a year, in the spring and fall. The wool grades fine medium
and medium and is mostly a rather short staple.
A few have adopted the method of shearing only once a
year but it is the general opinion among them that the sheep
do better and are freer from scab when shorn twice a year.
This next winter there will be at least 25,000 lambs and
yearlings and two-year old wethers fed in the valley.
This makes a good market right at home for the ranchman's surplus wethers and lambs.
It is also a good thing for the farmer for it makes a good
home market for his alfalfa, kaffir corn and milo maize.
One of the feeders of the valley, Mr. George H. Webster,
is so zealous in his preference for blackface lambs that he
pays from a quarter to a half dollar more for good Shropshire
grades. 1
THE WOOL SEASON this year has brought for the ranchman
an average of 12% to 13 cents a pound for his wool. At this
price there is a pretty good margin in it for the eastern dealer.
The market. has been mainly represented by three Boston
firms and the local scouring mill at Roswell. The wool here
more than pays the running expenses of the sheep. They estimate 50 to 60 cents a head for running expenses. Taking an
average herd at an average price there is about 10 to 15 cents
profit a head on the wool alone. This of course does not count
, the losses which are liable to be sustained, but the liability
here is less than in- many other places in the West. The last
clip of wool to come into Carlsbad was that of S. Pitt, who
1. Shropshire sheep originated in the Downs of England. This is a popular farm sheep
marked by medium-weight wool and good mutton, It requires a minimum of pasturage,
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1961.
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runs his sheep about 75 to 80 miles northeast of Carlsbad on
the staked plains which extend over into that part of New
Mexico. These plains are considered a
GOOD RANGING PLACE FOR SHEEP and support many prosperous sheep owners. The most prominent of these are: A. J.
Crawford, Buckeye Sheep Co., C. M. Acrey, J. O. Cameron &
Co., Victor Vincent, J. W. Turknitt, P. C. Akin, Alston Bros.,
F. P. Bingham and many others, whose names I did not learn.
Many of these men live out there on the plains nearly the
year around, only coming into town when out of food, to get
shearers, dipping hands, etc.
All of them use lime and sulphur, according to the government formula, just after shearing and if the sheep get scabby
when they have considerable wool on, they generally use some
preparation which has no lime in it, of which there are many
good kinds on the market. The sheep men, as I have said before, are all an intelligent, progressive class of white men on
the Pecos valley.
Their greatest drawback is the fact that they have only
one outlet for their wool and mutton and that is by the Santa
Fe under the name of the Pecos Valley & Northeastern. 2
I have been traveling among the sheepmen of this territory now for nearly two years and have yet to find the stock
man who has a good word to say for the road or its management. Surely with such a record, the blame cannot be all on
the side of the stock men. There must be something the matter with this branch of the Santa Fe. We find no such complaints on the Santa Fe at such points as Trinidad, Colo.,
Newton, Kansas, or EI Paso, Texas. The only remedy is to get
a competing line; then things will be different and both lines
will be compelled to give better accommodation and a closer
freight rate.
2. The Pecos Valley and Northeastern Railroad was promoted by J. J. Hagerman. The
line was built from Pecos, Texas to Carlsbad, New Mexico in 1890-91. In 1894 it was extended to Roswell and four years later to Amarillo, Texas. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad acquired this line in 1901. Greever in NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 32 :178
(April, 1957).
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THE RATE ON GREASE WOOL for Pecos valley points is $1.78
per cwt. According to what their accommodating agents tell
me, if a man has, say 35,000 lbs of wool and can only get
25,000 in a car, he must then pay for the remaining 10,000
Ibs. the local rate which is considerably higher than the $1.78,
which in itself is no small thing.
Wool from Trinidad points last year was $1.541/2; now
the distance from there is practically the same to Boston as
from Carlsbad to Boston, yet the freight rate is nearly a quarter of a cent a pound less from Trinidad, Colo., than from
Carlsbad, N. M.
There is a new road being surveyed across the valley and
it is hoped by all that the day is not far distanct when there
will be railroad competition in the Pecos valley. The passage
of the Elkins ActB ought to be instrumental in bringing down
the freight rates if it is rigidly enforced.
All the sheep and cattle men ask is to be put on a common
footing with their brother stockmen in other states.
For the past three weeks there have been heavy rains all
over the valley and the grass is doing finely. The lambs out.
on the plains and up in the Guadalupes and White mountains
are all doing finely and bid fair to make 60 to 75 pounders by
fall if they keep on as they have begun.
The loss among the goat men up in the mountains was
heavy, some losing fully 20 per cent with the cold rains.
The sheep men fared better, as 5 per cent was a large loss
with them.
The record breaking clip of wool of the season was that
shorn by Elza White at Jim Miller's camp, near Elkins, N. M.4
His ewes averaged 10 pounds to the head for which he received 13 cents a pound.
Young Observer.
3. The Elkins Act of 1903 forbade railroads from charging rates that differed from the
published rates and also forbade the receiving or giving of rebates.
4. A post office was established at Elkins, Colfax County, New Mexico, September 19,
1876. It was discontinued on January 10, 1900. The first postmaster was Andrew R. Cameron. Sheldon Dikes in NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 34 :55 (Jan.. 1959).

Book Reviews
Documentos para servir a la historia del Nuevo Mexico, 15381778. Coleccion Chimalistac, Vol. 13. Madrid, Ediciones
Jose Porrua Turanzas, 1962. Pp. viii, 484. 2 folding maps,
.
index. $26.65.
Some four years ago Jose Porrua Turanzas, member of
the Mexican book family, launched the Coleccion Chimalistac
of books and documents about the history of New Spain. The
volume being here reviewed is No. 13 in that series, and the
first to be primarily concerned with the history of New Mexico. Other volumes have concerned Baja California, the Pacific Northwest Coast, Mexico in general, Alta California,
and Texas.
The collection is well-printed, paper-bound, and not inexpensive. The importance of the materials presented, the criterion being the rarity of the original work, and the limited
editions of 225 copies, make the rather elevated price not out
of line for libraries and serious collections of Southwestern
Americana. Volume 13, for example, is a reprinting of about
one half of the now quite rare Volume IV of Documentos para
la historia de Mexico, tercera serie, plus other pertinent
documents.
A terminal date of 1778 is somewhat misleading in light
of the actual contents, though it is technically correct, for 'one
document is from the pen of Fray Silvestre Dominguez,
a.F.M., who wrote the manuscript in April of that year.
However, the materials presented by that famous early New
Mexico priest are in the nature of an historical compendium
of local events, not extending past 1710; while 1717 seems
to be the terminal date of the remaining materials in this
volume.
Contained within this book are such landmarks in the colonial period of New Mexico as Fray Alonso de Benavides'
Memorial of 1630; the Mercurio Volante with the news of the
recuperation of the provinces of New Mexico by Carlos de,
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Sigiienza y Gongora; the Relaciones of Father Geronimo de
Zarate Salmeron; and a series of documents concerning New
Mexico during and after the reconquest. One particularly
interesting document,. though very likely a contemporary
forgery, is a detailed explanation of the Zarate Salmeron account, "written" by Jesuit Father Juan Amando Niel. This
account by Niel is as interesting as it is inconsistent, appearing to be a rather polite refutation of the Zarate Salmeron
Relaciones, written in a similar style, consisting of a lengthy
series of paragraphs in imitation of that Franciscan. Leading Jesuit Historian, Father Ernest J. Burrus, indicates that
even Niel is not known to have existed, nor could he have possibly been with Atondo in Baja California in 1654 and with
Kino in Sonora-Arizona in 1705 and still be writing about
the events some years later.
In summary, the book provides to the student and researcher in Southwestern History a treasury of unedited
original documents for detailed study. Among them are some
of the most important, and from them there is to be gained a
picture of the problems that faced New Mexico, especially in
the late 17th and early 18th Century, such as possible expansion, defense against external Indian enemies, control and remissionization of the Pueblo Indian groups, resettlement of
the area by Spaniards, and internal conflict..
University of New Mexico

DONALD

C. CUTTER

Bad Medicine & Good. Tales of the Kiowas. By Wilbur Sturte. van Nye. Norman: The University of Oklahoma Press.
Pp. xxiv, 291, index. $5.00.
In 1937 Wilbur Sturtevant Nye published Carbine and
Lance in which he detailed exciting episodes in the history of
Fort Sill. Bad Medicine and Good is a continuation of Nye's
basic interest in Fort Sill, and the Indians, especially the
Kiowa, who figured so prominently in the fort's history.
The book presents 44 episodes or "stories" in the life of
the Kiowa, introduced by a sketch of Kiowa history con-
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structed from a number of individual Kiowa accounts. Nye
obtained the bulk of his material from interviews, largely
with George Himtandhis relatives. Hunt worked with James
Mooney, ethnologist, in 1890, and Nye was able to use several
other informants contacted earlier by Mooney. Capt. Hugh
L. Scott, stationed at Fort Sill during the 1890's, included
a few narratives in his manuscript on the Sign Language,
and Nye also made use of some of these.
.
In presenting his 'istories" Nye has rewritten the material following "the Indian manner of expression as far as
possible without resorting to artificialities . . . lor distorting/the content." Nye has been able to present the simple,
direct flow of the Kiowa war narrative in good facsimile.
With few exceptions "The ideas and attitudes presented in
the stories/do seem to/belong entirely to the Indians" (xix).
Although the narratives cover a narrow range of Kiowa
life, notably war and religion, Nye has introduced accounts
dealing with other aspects of their culture. For example, he
takes up the uses of the buffalo, eagle-catching, healing, sorcery, and the Sun Dance, much of the latter drawn from
Mooney. While Nye has not endeavored to present a wellrounded description of Kiowa life and culture by means of
selected narratives, he nevertheless deserves praise for the
way in which he has interwoven relevant details of Kiowa
custom into the accounts.
The historian will find little in the way of traditional history in Bad Medicine and Good. Some of the war narratives
reach back to the 18th century and reveal the range of Kiowa
raiding at this and other times. Occasionally Nye supplies a
bit of culture-history when he describes the origins of particular "medicine" pieces and indicates how they have been
passed down through family lines. The narratives dealing
with the reservation period are of interest in bringing out
some of the interpersonal conflicts that attended the overriding of traditional custom and belief by those of the invading
non-Indian hunters, soldiers, and missionaries.
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A book of this kind, grounded as it is in real-life situations, possesses a singular virtue which other more formal
works may not have. The living situations serve to bring new
understandings with respect to the way in which attitudes
and motives were applied in making decisions and in regulating inter-personal relations.
The fact that Nye spends so much time with Kiowa warfare is not a simple consequence of his own military life and
interest. Kiow:a culture, as with other Indian groups in the
high plains, largely revolved around raiding for booty and
prestige. The desperate will to live up to the model of a warrior stands out starkly in the composed and courageous death
of the wounded and cornered warrior as well as in the foolI
'
hardy escapades of those who, on a dare, ride out to be targets
for entrenched' soldiers or who ride through an enemy encampment for thrills and applause. Of all the narratives,
"The T'au" seems to capture the very character of the Kiowa
raid. The hardships of the campaign; unexpected dangers,
cruel necessities, loyal comradeship, warrior idealism, assumption of leadership and decision-:-making in a time of,
crisis, and finally the aura of the mysterious in the miraculous return of comrades given up for dead,-all are found in
this narrative.
In short, Mr. Nye is to be commended for assembling a
Kiowa anthology that is interesting, informative, and written with a view to controlling the bias and symbolic context
of the non-Indian. The sketche~ of Mr. Nick Eggenhofer,
scattered throughout the text to illustrate an episode in the
narrative, add a lively quality to the tone of the book. However, no effort is made to achieve authentic reproduction of
Kiowa costuming or equipment. Two small maps help the
reader orient himself to the area where the actions take place,
"The Red River Area in the 1870's" and "The Staked Plains
Region."
University of Toronto

FRED

W. VOGET
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Fallen Guidon; The Forgotten Saga of General Jo Shelby's
Confederate Command, The Brigade That Never Surrendered, and its expedition to Mexico. By Edward Adams
Davis. Santa Fe: Stagecoach Press, 1962. Pp. xiii, 174.
.
Ltd. edition, $5.00.
This interesting.chronicle is the odyssey of General J 0
Shelby and his men who roamed across Texas and Mexico
immediately after the Civil War.
. When General Buckner and Kirby Smith finally surrendered all the Confederate forces west of the Mississippi River,
Shelby's Missouri Cavalry Division (known before as the
Missouri Cavalry Brigade or the Iron Brigade) refused to
give up. Instead, reorgariized as a new Iron Brigade under
Shelby's rigid discipline, it rode across Texas-through Corsicana, Waco, Austin and San Antonio to Eagle Pass. There
Shelby ordered the Confederate Stars and Bars to be thrown
into the muddy waters of the Rio Grande, and tossed his own
Henry of Navarre plume after it for good measure. The
Shelby bridgade's objective was service in the civil war then
raging in Mexico; either with the Juaristas or under the banner of the Emperor Maximilian, but in either case to rally
some 50,000 Confederate emigres and dominate Mexico.
Shelby and his band were primarily soldiers of fortune, fighting guerrillas and others as they went along, temporarily
restoring order in anarchic Houston (a detachment did this)
and Austin; massacring horse-thieves, foraging off. the land,
and killing whoever opposed them. Upon entering Mexico
they sold some of. their military equipment to the Juarez
forces, but because of their basic dislike for democracy and
liberal political institutions decided to serve Maximilian's
monarchist cause. Finally, however, in Mexico City they were
rejected by Maximilian, and, after a final review, dispersed
to the four winds. Some went to the Orient, others to the
South Seas, others to an experimental colony in Orizaba, a
few joined Juarez and others, including Shelby, finally drifted
homeward to Missouri.
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Contrary to the volume's subtitle, Davis' story is hardly
a "forgotten saga," for as late as 1954, Daniel O'Flahertyin
his full-length biography of Jo Shelby devoted a whole section, over one hundred pages, to the marauding expedition.
O'Flaherty also wrote his account from the same basic source
Davis relies upon, namely the reminiscences of Shelby's
highly emotional adjutant, Major John N. Edwards.
Fallen Guidon, however, is a labor of personal devotion.
Two of Dr. Davis' grandfathers fought for the Confederacy
and one of them rode with Shelby's brigade. The author has
traversed at least a part of the route, and has immersed himself in the details of soldier-life. His descriptions of the daily
routine of the cavalry troops are almost as real as the smoke
of the campfires, the sweaty leather of the saddles, the sagebrush, the mesquite, the shimmering heat, the biting night
winds off the llano estacado, the thin mountain air, and the
lush sub-tropical vegetation of Mexico-all are there, and
vividly real in his word-pictures. At times the prose becomes
too turgid with cliches of the "Gray Glory" and the ragged
guidon. After more than one hundred and fifty pages of duels,
various other bloodlettings and even mass extermination, Dr.
Davis finally cuts through the sentimental haze and admits
that Shelby and his heroes were· essentially a gang-"reckless, butchering centaurs who made conscience subsidiary to
slaughter."
University of New Mexico

GEORGE WINSTON SMITH

Las Vegas, New Mexico-the Town that Wouldn't Gamble.
By Milton W. CalIon. Las Vegas, N. M. : Las Vegas Daily
Optic, The Las Vegas Publishing Co., Inc., 1962. Pp. 352.
.
$5.75. Edition limited to 1500 copies.
In his preface for Las Vegas, New Mexico-the Town that
Wouldn't Gamble Mr. CalIon writes as follows: "There were
many reasons for writing the history of Las Vegas but the
most important reason concerns the future of the community
involved. I believe, for a city to progress, it should have a
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documentary account of its past as a guide to the future."
Only time can evaluate this book's success as a guide; it is
possible, however to examine other qualities.
Histories, as this reviewer understands them, are compiled from sources which are pinned down by footnotes or a
bibliography. Mr. CalIon has evidently done a great deal of
research but has supplied no bibliography and of the two footnotes the book contains, one explains the mis-interpretation
of a Spanish phrase and the other states that a line of poetry
is copyrighted. This does not mean that sources are neglected.
The book consists largely of quotations and generally their
source is given in the preceding text. Usually the reference
is fairly plain but sometimes it is not. This, for example, is
taken from page 27.
"On April 2, 1864, a correspondent traveling with the district judge and the attorney general described Las Vegas
thusly:" The quotation follows and the reader is left to wonder,what correspondent, what district judge and what attorney general; also where the quotation came from.
There is further trouble. Mr. Callan feels free to quote
from someone who is quoting somebody else. Here is a statement from page 78. "-Father Vollmar described conditions
in New Mexico from the records of Father Projectus Machebeuf which pertains to the time of Archbishop Lamy's arrival
in the territory." Again a quotation fQllows and again there
is a question: just who is quoting what?
These are two instances but there are many more and it
is readily apparent that footnotes or a bibliography or both
would be of considerable value. Indeed the lack of them
might well give a historian who was also a carping critic a
case of the galloping fantods. 1
While Las Vegas, New Mexico-the Town that Wouldn't
Gamble is open to criticism asa history it does corne through
in fine style with an adjunct all good books should have. After
1. Not wishing to compound Mr. Calion's vagueness, a source is given. The definition
of fantod appears on page 918, Second Edition, Wehster's New International Dictionary,
G, and C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass.
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a slow start, a romance develops. There are two heroinesEast Las Vegas and West Las Vegas-and for a time they
live in amity but a villain parts them. In November, 1897,
Russell A. Kistler arrived, founded the Las Vegas Daily Optic
and fell in love with New Town-East Las Vegas-but
spurned her older sister, West Las Vegas. Due to his efforts
the sisters separated and a whole succession of heroes could
not unite them. Mr. CalIon deals sternly with Russ Kistler
but it is evident that he holds a sneaking fondness for the
man. So does this reviewer. Where else can you find an editor
who describes the subjects of a lynching as being "jerked to
Jesus"?
Having considered history and romance, another aspect
of Las Vegas, New Mexico-the Town that Wouldn't Gamble
must be mentioned. It is, quite patently, a labor of love. Mr.
CalIon may neglect or mistreat source material, he may philosophize, he may write as though he was a member of the
-Booster's Club and yet his real affection for the place shines
through it all. Because of this very bias he has produced an
unusually clear study of a little western community with its
faults and foibles, its ambitions and achievements.
The town, of course, has a site and streets and buildings.
Mr. CalIon describes these but chiefly he concerns himself
with people. He tells of the early Spanish colonists and their
difficulties. He speaks of the traders on the Santa Fe Trail,
their wagon masters and mule skinners and the merchants
they supplied. He considers the altercation between the parish priest and the Jesuits who founded the first college. He
writes about Fort Union and the soldiers, of the railroad and
the railroaders, of the vigilantes a~d the law officers and the
toughs, of fabulous Montezuma Hot Springs and the guests
there entertained. Jesse James and Billy the Kid slip into the
story.· Pat Garret threatens to arm his prisoners, subduing
an ugly crowd. Russ Kistler names the murderers in jail,
prophesying that, before morning, they will dangle from the
old windmill in the plaza. Bartenders open saloon doors along
Railroad Avenue and do a little advertizing for old 999, the
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bordello across the alley iIi the rear. Wailing penitentes drag
their crosses to hilltops at Easter time and politicians meet
and plot in secret conclave. People, always people, come and
go, pursuing their varied, many-patterned paths.
Mr. CalIon has produced a genuine bit of Western Americana and this reviewer is happy that it came into his hands.
Albuquerque, N. M.

BENNETT FOSTER

Jacob Hamblin, Buckskin Apostle. By Paul Bailey. Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1961. Pp. 408. This is an exact
reprint of the same work published in a limited edition
by Westernlore Press in 1948.
Jacob Hamblin has become one of the legendary figures
of the Mormon Country. The first book bearing his name as
its title appeared in 1881, five years prior to his death. Written by James A. Little from reminiscences of Hamblin's life
obtained through personal interviews, a second edition ap-peared in 1909. In 1944, the same work was published under
the title Three Mormon Classics with selections from the journals of Wilford Woodruff and George Q. Cannon.
During the 1945-46 season the Young Men's Mutual Improvement Association of the Mormon Church used a special
edition of Little's sketches from the life of Hamblin as a lesson manual for those of scout age. This work by James A.
Little, along with a portion of the handwritten journal of
Jacob Hamblin held by the Church Historian's library at Salt
Lake City, was the basis for Paul Bailey's fictionalized biographical study of Jacob Hamblin, designated by Brigham
Young, apostle to the Indians.
A study of Jacob Hamblin by Pearson H. Corbett, published in 1952, lists and uses new sources pertaining to the
life and work of Jacob Hamblin that could have been used
(along with other sources now available to some future
Hamblin biographer) by Bailey for a major revision of his
1948 study. As it is, Jacob Hamblin, Buckskin Apostle, is the
most readable (if not entirely dependable) account presently
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available of the life of this legendary figure of Mormon-Indian relations on the frontier.
Mr. Bailey has caught the spirit of this unusual personality and of the community that he was a member of. In a clear
and forceful way the author portrays the devotion Hamblin
held for his church, the influence it had upon his life, and the
sacrifices he made for it. The church demanded all and he
gave all: wives, children, personal gain, and his own physical
health and welfare. If there had been more to give, the author
suggests that it would have been given unquestioningly. This
theme is carried to the reader throughout the work.
During the first quarter-century of its existence in the
west the church needed such men as Jacob Hamblin badly.
From the beginning in the valiey of the Great Salt Lake colonizers were sent out in- every direction to establish Mormon
claims on watering places and cultivable land. Brigham
Young's concept of a state for his followers included-besides
Utah-what is now western Colorado, southwestern Wyoming, southern Idaho, Nevada, and a corridor via Las Vegas
springs and San Bernardino to a seaport at San Diego. Northern Arizona and northwestern New Mexico were explored
and communities established there. Such men as Jacob Hamblin, Thales Haskell, Dudley Leavitt, Dimick Huntington
and Daniel Jones were necessary to Brigham Young and' his
,vision of a self-sustaining community.
Here in this great interior basin the problems of Ohio,
Missouri and Illinois to the average church member seemed
far away, but as small colonizing units pushed into new country in all directions the Indian groups that surrounded them
were very real. Jacob Hamblin represents a type of man that
developed in the church that the leaders could depend upon
to act as a liaison between the new colony and their Indian
neighbors until the two groups arrived at a wor)dngrelationship.
Paul Bailey in this work gives us a highly interesting insight into the nature of Mormonism at its outer limits during
three decades, a knowledge ofMormon-Indian relations, and a
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view of interactions between various Indian groups such ,as
the Paiute, Hopi and Navaho. The Mountain Meadows massacre, the Utah war, the exploration of the area by government
explorers such as Major John Wesley Powell, the federal menace to the brethren who practiced plural marriage; these and
other incidents are woven into this very readable narrative of
the life of Jacob Hamblin.
The book is recommended by this reviewer as an opportunity for a rewarding reading experience.
Brigham Young University

S. LYMAN TYLER

The Hoskaninni Papers: Mining in Glen Canyon, 1897-1902.
By Robert B. Stanton. Edited by C. Gregory Crampton
and Dwight L. Smith. University of Utah Anthropological
Papers. Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, November, 1961. Pp. xiii, 177. $2.75.
Despite how widely separated gold mining locales may be,
each with its own peculiarities and problems, recurring
themes run through their histories. Following the discovery
of nuggets or veins, big dreams lure men and money to isolated canyons where hard realities challenge their ingenuity
-most often to provide sufficient water for mining. Continuously uncovering gold-bearing gravels or rocks in quantities
rich enough to pay heavy expenses becomes impossible. The
bubbles pop and the camps die, except for a few lonely souls
who never lose hope.
Stanton's diary tells such a story. When his tests proved
conclusively that gold could be taken from Glen Canyon, he
obtained the financial backing to build a dredge for the Hoskaninni Company. Despite heavy expenditures in time, energy, and money, the powdery gold could not be saved by
large-scale operations and the enterprise failed completely..
Visitors to the area can still see the dredge machinery, broken
and rusting away.
Not only do readers of western mining history find the
stories similar in many respects, but they often meet the
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same men~ It was personally interesting to renew acquaintances with Colonel Benjamin R. Hite, brother of the discoverer of gold in Glen Canyon and 'one of its prominent
operators, whom I had met as an active claim owner in the
upper forks of Red River, Taos County, New Mexico. Too,
Stanton visited H. G. Reiling's dredges at Bannack, Montana,
and it was this gentleman who built the first dredge in New
Mexico at Elizabethtown, Colfax, County, and several in
Colorado.
Certainly this book is valuable in the series detailing
Utah's past, although few would pick it to read for pleasure.
But to the person interested in mining history, here is an
unusual opportunity to chew meat that belongs on the scant
bones of notes we more often collect on mining enterprises.
The death-as well as the birth-is spelled out clearly, so that
we better understand the history of other mining ventures.
Editors Crampton of the University of Utah and Smith
of Miami University of Ohio are to be congratulated for their
careful work. The footnotes alone make many of Stanton's
notes meaningful and indicate intensive research. The pictures, many of them by Stanton, add much to the story. It
would have been helpful; however, if several places mentioned in the book could have been found on the map; I got
lost. Perhaps that is the proper experience for those of us
searching for the history as well as the gold.
University of Texas

JIM

B. PEARSON

New Mexico, A History of Four Centuries. By Warren A.
Beck. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962. Pp.
xii, 363. lIlus., index.
There has long been need for a one-volume history of New
Mexico. Professor Beck saw this need and attempted to meet
it. Unfortunately, his history is marred by a number of errors
and a much larger number of dubious or incorrect statements.
These will not be obvious to the general reader except in a few
cases, but to those folks who have more knowledge of the sub~
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ject, the weaknesses of this book will be more apparent. A few
of the dubious statements arose from the use of weak source
materials and others from an incomplete understanding of
the history of New Mexico. On the other hand the author has
performed a useful service in drawing heavily upon unused
materials in the form of university theses and dissertations.
In the preface Professor Beck states that he is not wedded
to any central theme in this work but that he does try to be
objective, especially because of the three-fold cultural background in New Mexico.
Chapter I describes the geography of New Mexico and
Chapter II discusses the Indian folks. In regard to the latter,
it would have been advisable throughout the text to have
made less use of the word "Indian" and greater use of the
name of a particular group of Indians. The Navahos differ
somewhat in their culture from their Apache kinsmen and
the Pueblos, of course, represent a village culture as against
the semi-nomadic or nomadic life of their distant enemies.
Chapters III to V cover the Spanish Colonial period. Chapter
VI witnesses the arrival of the Americans from across the
Eastern Plains and the balance of the book deals with the
period following the American occupation of the Southwest.
The last three chapters attempt to evaluate the New Mexico that has emerged in the second half of the 20th century.
It might have been better if the author had maintained a
chronological pattern because the evaluation stretches into
the historical background. Furthermore, the sources used are
not always up to date, so the evaluation as of the 1.950'ssuffers
a bit in detail.
It should be pointed out that the name "New Mexico" was
used as early as 1561 (p. 3) ; the uprising of 1837 was something more than a Pueblo Indian revolt (p. 121) ; the encomienda in New Mexico was not an allotment of labor to Spanish
settlers, but a system of tribute payments to the encomenderos (p. 65) ; the quotation credited to James S. Calhoun
should be credited to William Bent (p. 179) ; the discussion
of the Indian problem (pp. 183-199) leaves much to be de-
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sired; I suggest that the relative importance of the Indian has
increased rather than decreased because they acquired the
privilege of voting about a decade ago (p. 283) ; Harvey Fergusson, Sr. was a Congressman from New Mexico, not his
son, the author (p. 322) ; the Governor of:the state, no doubt,
would like to have 5,000 jobs at his disposal, but that is not
so today (p. 298).
All in all, New Mexico, A History of Four Centuries, is a
disappointment. The author saw a gap in New Mexicana, but
thatgap yet remains to be filled in a single volume.

F.D.R.

On Desert Trails Today and Yesterday. By Randall Henderson. Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1961. Pp. 357.
Preface. Illustrations, index. $5.00.
A present":day peculiarity which would have astonished
our ancestors is the passion a great many people now feel for
the arid expanses of the American Southwest. Where the
Forty-Niners saw only a forbidding and dangerous wasteland, their descendants find strength and beauty. Instead of
escaping from the desert, they escape to it. "Over four million
human beings have now established more or less permanent
homes on this desert," says Randall Henderson, and adds that
at least another million are part-time inhabitants, while millions more have come as tourists.
Mr. Henderson has spent the best part of his life following desert trails and telling the world about the wonderful
places where they have led him. A graduate of the University
of Southern California with some experience as a sports
writer on the Los Angeles Times, he decided as a young man
to make the desert his home. He edited country newspapers,
served his country in World War I, and found his true vocation when he started Desert Magazine in the early thirties.
Into it he put all his experience and enthusiasm. An indefatigable traveler and camper, he spent his spare time getting
to know the country and its people. He chronicled his forays
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and friendships in his magazine, and the first-hand quality of
his writing, together with his unassuming but appealing
style, soon raised the circulation from 600 to 30,000.
On Desert Trails is a selection of his work from the files
of the magazine, with changes and additions. For the sake of
background he begins with Coronado, who made "the first
extended exploration" of the area, but ancient history does
not interest him much and he hastens on to the coming of the
Americans, the Gadsden Purchase, the era of the prospectors,
the arrival of the Mormons, the building of the great dams,
the rush of home seekers during the last few decades.
His background painted in, he is free to launch out into
a loosely connected series of chapters, mostly about people
and places he has come to know at first hand. He has a passion
for wild palm trees, and has traveled hundreds of miles looking for hidden palm oases. He includes a wonderful chapter
on the old prospectors he used to know and visit. His account
of Death Valley Scotty and the Albert Johnsons, who kept
Scotty in money and railroad tickets, is just as good. There
are fine accounts of the Lower California Peninsula, the cliff
dwellers of the Kaiparowits Plateau, the Hopi snake dancers,
Monument Valley, the Havasupai Indians in their beautiful
and inaccessible canyon, the first steamboat on the Colorado
(he located the wreckage), rock hounds, scientists-even
some vivid impressions of the Sahara, where he went as an
, Air Force officer in World War II.
A particularly appealing chapter is the one about Everett
Ruess, the young poet and artist who left the world of banks
and motor cars to wander the Utah wilderness alone, and who
disappeared without trace in November, 1934. Mr. Henderson has followed his trail long and carefully and reconstructs
plausibly what happened to him.
On Desert Trails is much more than a collection of facts
about the Land of Little Rain. It is a testament, full of wisdom and devotion, from the original apostle of the desert.
Ordinary inarticulate human beings who feel drawn to this
country will thank him for saying what they cannot say for
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themselves about "th~ desert which lies beyond the golf
courses, the cocktail bars and the heated swimming pools---:"
beyond the mask of aridity."
"To those who come to the desert with tolerance," he says,
"it gives friendliness; to those who come with courage it
gives new strength of character. Those seeking relaxation
find in its far horizons and secluded canyons release from the
world of man-made tensions. For those seeking beauty the
desert offers nature's rarest artistry. This is the desert that
has a deep and lasting fascination for men and women with
a bit of poetry in their souls."
Texas Western College

C. L. Sonnichsen

. Great Surveys of the American West. By Richard A. Bartlett.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962. Pp. xxiii,
408. Illustrations, index, bibliography. $7.95.
There once was a widespread fallacy in the historical profession that doctoral dissertations are not sufficiently meritorious to warrant publication in book form. Richard Bartlett's study of the Great Surveys is another obvious refutation
of that old assertion, for this book is a dressed up doctoral
dissertation presented a few years back at the University of
Colorado.
The study concerns what by today's vogue is called the
history of science, but what by yesterday's standards was
called exploration; but called by either name this is an outstanding contribution to the field of both Western American
History and the History of the United States. The title of the
book may not seem ideally applicable, but it derives from the
common term used contemporaneously to identify four specific surveys which between 1867 and 1879 carried out extended geological and topographical investigations in the
West from the Rocky Mountains to the Sierra Nevada. In
this manner many of the left over areas of A~erica were
mapped, some of them being viewed for the first time by white
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men, and most of them being "discovered" in the scientific
sense of the term.
Bartlett treats successively the work of Dr. Ferdinand
Vandeveer Hayden, Clarence King, John Wesley Powell, and
George Montague Wheeler. A biographical sketch of each is
followed by an inquiry into their activity..
Hayden was an ex-medic turned geologist. Optimistic,
prolific in his publication, popularizer of the West, the chief
areas of his interest were the Rocky Mountain regions of
Wyoming and Colorado. His greatest contributions were his
discoveries in the Yellowstone', and his reports on the Mount
of the Holy Cross and the Cliff Dwellings of southwestern
Colorado.
King explored eastward and westward along the 40th
parallel in a prolonged series of field trips from 1867 to 1879.
The youthful, highly educated, urbane leader and his operations were categorized as quite scientific, but in a practical
sense quite useless. At a cost of $600,000, the King Survey
could at least claim credit for exploding the Great Diamond
Hoax, one of the West's greatest frauds, occasioned by the
salting of some diamonds into a remote location in northwestern Colorado athwart the exploratory route of King and
his men.
Powell, one-armed ex-school teacher, ex-soldier, was
largely self-trained. Brilliant, energetic, forceful, he is best
known for his daring descents of the turbulent Colorado
river, feats that stirred the imagination and tested the very
fiber of a handful of resolute adventurers. Powell also explored and mapped the /areas of southern Utah and northwestern Arizona. His influence brought about a congressional
investigation of the Great Surveys, and the resulting consolidation was soon under the direction of this egocentric, ambitious, unconquerable explorer.
The United States Geographical Survey West of the One
Hundredth Meridian was entrusted to West Pointer Wheeler.
Dedicated to a desire to produce accurate topographical maps
rather than geological representations, the young army lieu-
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tenant explored extensively between 1871 and 1879. Thorough and wide ranging, the results lack luster because the
work was left largely uncompleted as a result of the consolidation of the surveys.
Thirty three illustrations and several maps aid in an understanding of the scope, personalities and methods of the
Great Surveys that had pushed back the frontiers of science
in the American West.
University of New Mexico

DONALD C. CUTTER

Narcissa Whitman: An Historical Biography. By Opal Sweazea Allen. Portland, Ore.; Binfords and Mort, 1959. Two
books. Pp. xxvi, 325. Bibliography, index, illustrations,
end paper maps. $3.50.
Interesting history is worthy of retelling and fresh points
of view with respect to old themes should not be unwelcome.
Whether they gain in appeal through fictionizing by way of
conversations is very questionable. It is likely to result in
excessive romanticizing, and, in the case of this novel, the romantic element in the Whitman marriage was over played.
Actually the courtship of these missionaries was probably
a postlude to the wedding bells.
To many the vivid description of the journey which took
the newly-weds over the Pennsylvania canal and tramway
system and by boat down the Ohio has more true color than
the love theme. The account of experiences on the trail rings
true and the element of hardship is not exaggerated.
Mrs. Allan sensed that Mrs. Whitman and Mrs. Spalding,
though very proper women, understood the true status of
the semi-morganatic relationship between fur traders and
their Indian or half-breed mates. Unlike the hypercritical
Reverend and Mrs. Herbert Beaver, they had an opportunity
to learn about the facts of mountain life on the trail. Also
given in good perspective were the austerity and frustrations
in the lives of missionary wives. Although the crowding of
the stations, particularly after the migrations had begun,
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was evident, the reader might still remain unaware that the
biggest trial of the pioneer woman was lack of privacy despite
the big open spaces.
Whereas the internecine quarreling in the American
Board mission to Oregon is not denied, it is played down
somewhat. Spalding, probably very properly, is treated fairly
and not unsympathetically, but the cantankerous William H.
Gray and Asa Bowen Smith escaped too easily by being almost ignored.
Surprisingly, though not improperly, the two facets of the
Whitman legend usually accented, the events leading to the
massacre and the massacre itself, receive less space than ordinarily. Indian apprehensions about the siz~ of the migrations and their panic over the epidemics are clearly presented.
Not so the intensity of the Indian's concern with the bloodfeud and the Indian's knowledge of the disastrous results of
federal Indian removal during the 1830's and early 1840's.
As has been true throughout history, irritations, whether
local or broader in their implications, are likely to be attributed to agitation by outsiders, in this case Joe Lewis, and not
to deep seated grievances. The post-massacre developments
are concluded somewhat abruptly.
_
Readers might get wrong impressions about Fort Leavenworth being "outside the boundary of the United States" and
the precise year Colter had the experiences in his "hell."
More serious is calling Sacajawea the guide of the Lewis and
Clark expedition. The bibliography shows more research
than that which goes into many fictionized writings, yet certainly key items are missing. Clifford M. Drury's edition of
the Spalding-Smith papers was published a year before this
book. References to Catholic and Anglican sources are conspicuous by their absence.
The reading public will enjoy this work, but historians
will regret that the project was not expanded into a comprehensive and definitive biography of a significant woman.
Washington State University
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